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Sonthwestern Music Educate Conference Comes To Hew Mexico
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
NEW MEXICO UNION BUILDING
January 27 28, 29, 30

SOUTHWEST DIVISION
CANDIDATES 1961

For President:
Jack R. Stephenson is associate profes
sor of music education and cell-o at the
University of New M exico. Jack holds
four degrees from the University of
Kansas including a B .M . in Cello and
a Ph.D. in music education. He has
been active in state and national organizations serving in several capacities
in the N M M E A , N M M T A , A S T A , and
the M E N C . H e is currently editor of the
N ew M exico Musician, and is a member
of the Music Education Research C ou n 
ted.
Paul Strub is professor of music educa
tio n at Northeast Missouri State Teach
ers College at Kirkville where he has
[been teaching since 1947. Paul holds
tthe E dD from the University of Kansas.
[Before 1947 he was supervisor of music
[for the Lincoln County Schools, M is
souri, Fulton, M o ., and director of
[band at M cBride High School in St.
[Louis. H e is immediate past president
of M M E A .
[For 2nd V ice President:
Albert Fitzgerrel, for the past two years
[president of the Oklahoma M E A at
tended school at Illinois and holds the
M aster of M usic Education from the
University of Michigan. H e is currently
[director of instrumental music for the
IArdmore City Schools. A t Bethany
[College, Bethany, Oklahoma he was
chairman of the Music Education D e[partment for five years and was asIsistant Director of Bands at the Univer
sity of Oklahoma for two years.
Arthur Harrell, director of music edu[cation in the W ichita Kansas public
[schools holds the Master of Music
Education from the University of M is
souri. M r. Harrell founded the Nebras
k a Educators Association and served as
[its president for six terms. For eight
[years he served as president of N I M A C
land still serves as chairman of the
Music Selection Committee.
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SWMENC Board of Directors Dinner Meeting

Room 139E

Registration
New Mexico Union Lobby
New Mexico Union
Exhibits
Room 248
State Board Meeting Workshop
231C-E
Music in Cities over 50,000
Ballroom
Choral Reading—UNM Chorus
231B
MENC Student Chapter Sponsors
Visit the Exhibits
State Board Members (Continued)
248
253
Cities over 50,000 (Continued)
231B
MENC Sponsors (Continued)
Ballroom
ENMU Choir Concert (ACDA)
Ballroom
General Session
Address: Allen Britton, MENC President
Concert ENMU Choir, George Umberson, Director
Elementary Music Worshop No. 1A
Theatre
The Introduction of Music Reading (Grades K-3)
Elementary Music Workshop No. 2A
250 C
Part Singing: A Developmental Process
Elementary Music Workshop No. 3A
231 C-E
Music and the Social Studies Program
Elementary Music Workshop No. 4A
128, Johnson Gym
The Musical Development of the Non-singer
Visit the Exhibits
General Session
Ballroom
Greeting: Dr. Charles Spain, Superintendent, Albuquerque Public Schools
Orchestra Program: Austin High School Orchestra, El Paso Texas
George H. Webber, Conductor
Address: Dr. Edward Teller, Father of the H Bomb
Albuquerque Public School Concert
Johnson Gymnasium
All City High School Choir and the Albuquerque Youth Symphony
Carmina Burana ___________________________________ Carl Orff
Kurt Frederick, Director
All City High School Band
Lobby Sing—Music and Dance of New Mexico
New Mexico Union
Spanish Night
NMMEA—College Division Meeting
248
Voting all day for MENC Southwestern Division Officers.
Vote between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
For President: Jack R. Stephenson, Albuquerque, N. M.
Paul Strub, Kirksville, Mo.
For 2nd Vice President: Albert Fitzgerrel, Ardmore, Okla.
Arthur Harrell, Wichita, Kansas
Elementary Music Workshop No. IB
Theatre
Music Reading in the Upper Grades
Elementary Music Workshop No. 2B
250 C-E
Creativity as an Outgrowth of the Singing Program
Elementary Music Workshop No. 3B
231 C-E
The Establishment of a Sound Music Program in the Elementary School
(to page 4)
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It is discouraging to pick up a news
paper and see music classed as a luxury,
as a non-essential in the education of
children; to see factual knowledge
placed ahead of understanding of values
and the development of attitudes (when
in truth retention and application of
knowledge is possible only by developing
attitudes and a proper sense of values.)
And so we worry ourselves, your
truly included, with the championing
of the ai'ts in this day when it seems
man has forgotten his true nature and
heritage in his fear and his search for
the material. Yet do we not appear as
foolish as our cohorts scurring around
looking for answers that in truth serve
primarily to better our own insecure
position rather than sincerely concern
ing ourselves with the future of our
children?
Are we our own worst enemies? Look
around us. Are music experiences in
each of our respective institutions serv
ing to build attitudes and develop a bet
ter sense of values? Or is it truly a lux
ury which can be afforded only by the
rich in music talent and intelligence ?Or
are you one of those teachers who has
given up the cause for music in our
schools and are merely putting in your
time because of a lack of money, a lack
of enough periods in a day, or a lack of
students (particularly those with the
proper talent) ? I suppose everyone of
us has been guilty of the above implica
tions at times. Fortunately most of us
bounce back and hold to our convic
tions concerning music in the education
of youth. But the prospect of ramming
ones head against a stone wall is not a
happy one. W hat can be done?
It is the humble opinion of this
editor that we need to turn in a full
day of honest to goodness teaching. I
believe the answer to our problem lies
entirely in excellent teaching. This is
not to say fine teaching eliminates all
problems. Yet students and their par
ents, and administrators recognize fine
teaching, and you can be sure in such
cases music will be considered an intregal and vital part of the educational
program.

NMMEA
PRESIDENT
BENDER
SAYS

Speaking for the officers and m em 
bers of the New M exico Music Educa
tors Association, I wish to extend a
warm welcome to all music educators
coming to the Land of Enchantment for
the 1961 S W M E N C Convention in A l 
buquerque. W e are both proud and
grateful that New M exico has for the
first time been selected as the host
state for this biennial Convention.
T o the members of the administra
tive staffs of the Albuquerque Public
Schools and the University of New
M exico who have furnished the facili
ties and who have so efficiently handled
all local arrangements for the Conven
tion go our sincere thanks for their in
terest and efforts. I wish, too, to thank
and congratulate John Roberts, S W
M E N C President, and the participants
in last summer’s planning session for
arranging a Convention program that
promises to be so richly rewarding.
Regarding the 1961 All-State Music
Clinic, I am pleased to announce an
innovation this year— the addition of a
Clinic band which will assure maximum
student participation in the Clinic and,
at the same time, make it possible to
keep all clinic groups at a reasonable
size. Both bands, the Clinic Band and
the Concert Band, will be on the Clinic
concert program. The college and uni
versity band directors of the state,
Florin Thompson, Melvin Hill, Ray
Tross, H ugh
Preble, and William
Rhoads, have generously offered their
services as clinicians for this additional
All-State Band, and we are, of course,
most gratful to them.
W e have every reason to expect the
1961 All-State Clinic concert to be the
best in N M M E A history. W e can take
pride in the clinicians who have been
engaged, and there is every indication
that the students selected for partici
pation this year are better prepared
than ever before. Consequently, it is
my hope that directors bringing stu
dents to the Clinic will urge parents and
patrons of their schools to attend the
i concert on M onday night, January
| 30th.
Lloyd Higgins of Albuquerque
| is again in charge of concert promotion
! and ticket sales.

I wish to thank Dr. Cham p Tyrone
of New M exico Highlands University
and the members of his audition team
for conducting another very successful
series of auditions. It is safe to state
that we have developed a workable
audition system, for it functions in
spite of the worst weather that New
M exico can produce.
Since I shall be retiring from office
at the close of the 1961 Clinic I should
like to express m y sincere appreciation
for the honor and privilege of serving
the Association as President for the past
three years. M aking this experience
even more gratifying has been the op
portunity of sharing the work and res
ponsibilities
with
Vice
Presidents
Augusta Spratt, Norvil Howell, Gene
Fields and Frank Pinkerton, and Sec
retary-Treasurer Rollie Heltm an. No
president could ask for more loyal, sup
port, and cooperation than they have
given me, nor can the Association ex
pect more competent, devoted service
than they have rendered. Recognition
is also due Editor Dr. Jack Stephenson
of the New M exico Musician for his
consistently outstanding contribution in
that capacity. The success of our as
sociation is due in great part to the con
tribution and cooperation of the Music
Industry Council. Donald Sheets of the
Riedling Thompson Music is the very
capable chairman of this group and
deserves praise and support for his
work.
M y congratulations and best wishes
go to our newly elected officers—
Novil Plowed, Roger Brandt, Angelo
Turano, Dale Kem pter, M rs. Lila
Stout, and re-elected Secretary-Treas
urer Rollie Heltman. They merit the
active participation in Association af
fairs of all music educators in the state.
W ith this support and under their
leadership, I am confident that our or
ganization will continue to be an effec
tive agent “ For Better Music Educa
tion in New M exico” .

MTNA NATIONAL CONVENTION
The Music Teachers National Asso
ciation, in the Biennial Convention of
its 85th year at Philadelphia will pre
sent an outstanding program from
February 26 through M arch 1. The
American String Teachers Association
combines its meeting with M T N A .
Headquarters are the Sheraton Hotel,
and the convention theme “ O ur Am eri
can Musical Pleritage” will find a
natural setting among Philadelphia’s
historic shrines.
Duane Branigan, M T N A first Vice
President, o f University of Illinois, has
announced a rich program of perfor
mances, speakers, and discussion groups
in seventeen different subject areas.
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FROM
CHARLES
BROWN
NMMTA
PRESIDENT

SHALL IT BE WORK OR FUN?
One of the problems we face in teach
ing music today is: “ Shall it be work or
fu n ?” W ork is usually equated with
study, and fun with “ just playing” .
There are those students, and their
parents too, who fear they will lose all
interest in music if they subject them
selves to a course of discipline which
will require them to adhere to certain
rules of learning. A lot of parents are
fearful that by disciplining their child
ren they are going to suppress their in
spiration and love of life. They say they
want their children to enjoy music. And
that they don’ t think they will enjoy it
if they have to study too hard for it.
This fear comes from a mistaken under
standing as to what discipline consists.
I do not speak here of spanking and
threatening, which too often is masked
under the name of discipline. Rather I
I am thinking of the leading of children
into higher paths of self-knowledge and
the acquisition of knowledge in general.
This is the true duty and function of
parents and teachers.
In the teaching of music we have to
combine work and fun. Because music
brings certain emotional satisfaction,
it can be said to partake of the elements
of recreation. But if music is only fun it
fails to provide the intellectual stimu
lus which we can get from it.
Certainly in the beginning stages of
study a good teaching approach will
emphasize the fun aspects of music
without, however, disregarding all the
pedagogical requirements. But as the
student progresses to higher levels of
music attainment, he must devote more
time and thought to a serious, studious
inquiry into the whys and wherefores
of music study.
It is the task of the teacher, and the
parent, by example and by precept: to
awaken a desire for study, to show that
study can be the highest form of fun,
and to constantly encourage the student
to try to see the combination of work
and fun. Thereby, the student can ap
proach ever higher levels of endeavor
in the study of music and all other
courses of study as well.
— Charles E. Brown

FREDERICK FENNELL
Fredrick Fennell, Director of the
Eastman School of Music W ind En
semble, is the Clinician for the A llState Band. In addition he will clinic a
wind ensemble selected from members
of All-State Clinic Band. Fennell has
been associated with musical develop
ment in the United States for a quarter
o f a century. During this time he has
been active in a variety of musical en
deavors associated with the Eastman
School of Music of the University of
Rochester to which he came in 1933
from his home in Cleveland, Ohio. It
was at this time he initiated the first
symphonic band for the Eastman
School. He has established himself as a
brilliant conductor of the repertory of
the symphony orchestra, the chamber
orchestra, opera, and his own particu
lar music organization— The Eastman
Symphonic W ind Ensemble, which he
founded for and with the Eastman
School in 1952. Dr. Fennell is author
of Time and the Winds, published by
Leblanc Co., is contributing editor to
Band Guide, and is editorial advisor to
The Instrumentalist. He was elected
president of the College Band Directors
National Association. He has been very
active in state clinics and festivals.
He has been an annual guest con
ductor at the Symphony Hall concerts
of the Boston Pops Orchestra and of the
Esplanade Concerts of that same organ
ization in Boston since 1949, has ap
peared as guest conductor of the Hous
ton Symphony, the Rochester Civic and
other orchestras. During the summer
months he is conductor of the profes
sional Kilbourn Hall concerts of the
Eastman Chamber Orchestra.

Frederick Fennell

(from page 1)
8:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m.

8:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m.

NMMEA OFFICERS 1961-1963
The new officers for the New M exico
Music Educators Association were elect
ed for a two year term by a mail ballot.
Details of the election may be found by
referring to the N M M E A Minutes for
October 27, 28, 1960.
President: Norvil Howell,
Band Director, Clovis
Band Vice President: Roger Brandt,
Band Director, Lordsburg
Choral Vice President: Angelo
Turano, Choral Director, Farm 
ington
Orchestra Vice President: Dale
Kempter, Band and Orchestra
Director Manzano High School
Albuquerque
Vice President for Elementary Music:
Lila Stout, Junior High General
Music Teacher, Artesia
These officers will be installed at the
N M M E A Banquet, January 29, 6:00
p.m. in the Desert Room of the New
M exico Union Building during the S W
M E N C Convention.

10:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

10:00 p.m.

Elementary Music Workshop No. 4B
128 Johnson Gym
The Function of Keyboard Experience in the Classroom Music Program
Choral Techniques (ACDA)
139 Johnson Gym
Roswell Senior High School Mixed Chorus Concert
Joe L. Carrol, Conductor
Clinician: Donald Craig, Professor of Music, Ithaca College
NMMEA All-State Choral Clinician
Instrumental Techniques (NSOA)
Ballroom
Austin High School Orchestra
Clinician: Ronald Roberts, George Washington High School, Denver
Research Council Meeting
Topic: Talent Tests and Their Application to the Public
School Instrumental Program—Frank Pinkerton, Los Alamos
Topic: An Experimental Study of the Use of the Tachistoscope
In the Teaching of Melodic Sight Singing—Harry Hammer, Grand
Junction, Colorado
Topic: GIMI, A Measure of Musical Insight—Roderick Gordon, Denton, Texas
Visit the Exhibits
General Session—Part One
Ballroom
Symposium Topic: “The Present and Future Music Curriculum’’
Band Concert: Clovis High School Band, Norvil Howell, Director
Special Session—Elementary-Higher Education
Ballroom {
The Music Teacher Faces the Crash Program
Special Session—Secondary-Higher Education
Theatre
The Music Teacher Faces the Crash Program
Visit the Exhibits
MENC Student Member Session
231-E
Choral Concert: The University Singers, University of Colorado
Boulder, Charles A. Byers, Conductor
Address: What Every Young Teacher Should Know,
Allen Britton, MENC President
Concert Hour
Ballroom
Capital Hill High School Concert Choir, Oklahoma City
A. C. Ossenkop, Jr., Conductor
University of Kansas Brass Choir, Kenneth Bloomquist, Conductor
MENC Student Member Reception
Lobo Room
Concert
Ballroom
University of New Mexico Concert Band, Wm. E. Rhoads, Conductor
North Texas State College A Cappella Choir, Frank McKinley, Conductor
University of New Mexico Orchestra, Kurt Frederick, Conductor
Lobby Sing—Music and Dance of New Mexico
Activities Center]
Southwestern Night
(to page 8)
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NMMEA ALL-STATE CLINICIANS
DON CRAIG
4'he clinician for the N M M E A A llState Chorus this year will be Don
Craig nationally known choral director
and clinician. Don Craig is head of
the voice and choral department for the
School of Music, Ithaca College, Ithaca,
N .Y . M r. Craig was formerly choral
director for the Bell Telephone Hour,
N B C , and choral director and soloist
with Fred W aring Pennsylvanians. He
has conducted and arranged for many
network radio and television shows and
for broadway shows. H e started his
career as the original bass in the Sports
man Quartet. In music education he
has conducted and lectured at colleges
and universities in ten states and con
ducted festivals and clinics in thirtytwo states with a total of more than
50,000 singers. He is a native of Seattle,
Washington and holds degrees from the
University of Washington and from
Columbia LTniversity in New York.

Stanley Chappie
STANLEY CHAPPLE
Dr. Stanley Chappie, director of the
School of Music, University of W ash 

SUNDAY
9:00 a.m.

ington, will be the orchestra clinician
for the N M M E A All-State Orchestra

9:00 a.m.

this year. In addition he will speak at
the

SW M ENC

Convention

Sunday

morning, January 29, 9:00 a.m. in the

9:00 a.m.

ballroom.
Born in London, he is a scholar of the

10:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

London Academy of Music. H e began
his conducting in 1922, and his wide

1:30 p.m.

experience in England, on the Continent
and abroad includes the London Phil
harmonic, the Berlin Philharmonic, the

2:00 p.m.

St. Louis Summer Symphony and the
St. Louis Philharmonic. He has con
ducted nearly all the major orchestras
in the U . S. A n honorary degree of

2:15 p.m.
2:15 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.

M us.D . was granted him in 1947 by
Colby

College.

Dr.

Chappie became

assistant to Koussevitsky at the Berk
shire Music Center

(1 9 4 0 -4 7 ).

6:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Since

1948 he has been Director of the School

10:00 p.m.

of M usic of the University of W ashing

MONDAY
9:00 a.m.

ton. In addition to his teaching and
administrative work, Dr. Chappie has
inaugurated the University of W ash
ington Bach Society, conducts the U ni
versity’s Symphony Orchestra,

Sinfo-

nietta and .Singers and also directs and
conducts the University Opera Theatre.
He

was

director

of the

All-Eastern

Division Orchestra at the M E N C Bien
nial Convention 1960.

9:00 a.m.

Don Craig

Music in the Churches
Ballroom
Concert: University of Denver Choir, Roger Dexter Fee, Director
Address: Stanley Chappie, University of Washington
Stage Band Clinic
139 Johnson Gym
Topic: Ten Steps to a Successful Stage Band
Clinician: Matt Benton, Manhattan, Kansas
Demonstration Group: University of New Mexico Symphonic Stage Band
Wm. Rhoads, Conductor
Quality Training for Quality Teaching
Theatre
Topic: Preparing the Future Music Teacher
Visit the Exhibits
General Session—Part II
Ballroom
The Present and Future Music Curriculum
Wind Ensemble Workshop (CBDNA)
139 Johnson Gym
Clinician: Frederick Fennell, Eastman School of Music
Demonstration Group: Thirty Selected Students from the New Mexico AllState Band
Listening Program K-12
Theatre
Clinician: William C. Hartshorn, Supervisor in Charge of Music Education
Los Angeles
ASTA Business Meeting
250C
NACWAPI Business Meeting
23 IB
Visit the Exhibits
Concert Hour—Opera Gianni Schicchi, Puccini
Ballroom
University of New Mexico Opera Workshop
Kurt Frederick, Conductor, Jane Snow, Director
NMMEA Dinner and Business Meeting
Desert Room
Concert: Albuquerque Civic Symphony
Johnson Gym
Maurice Bonney, Conductor
Activities Center
Lobby Sing—Music and Dance of New Mexico
Indian Night
Music in the Junior High School
Theatre
Topic: General Music and Its Relation to Choral Experiences for
Junior High School Students
Clinician: Dorothy McIntosh, Brownwood, Texas
The Small Ensemble in the Total Music Education Curriculum
Ballroom
Panel: Joe Blankenship, Chairman
Demonstration Groups:
Mozart Woodwind Ensemble, New Mexico State University
Ray Tross, Director
String Quintet, Los Alamos High School, Frank Pinkerton, Director
Madrigal Singers, LTniversity of Texas, Morris J. Beachy, Director
Brass Quintet, University of New Mexico, James L. Whitlow, Director
(to page 8)
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r-IBASIC COURSE IN MUSIC] by

Rensin-

A complete text for all general music classes. Building a background for the greater enjoyment of music.
The great composers and their masterworks.
Profusely illustrated with charts-pictures of musicians and musical instruments. Suggested composers’
concerts—songs to sing. Numerous work sheets on notation—musical instruments—styles and periods of
music—opera, etc.
Students Book: List price $1.00

★

Answer Book: List price $4.00

BAND READERI by Freem an-W hitn ey-i
A supplement for any elementary method.
The “ FREEMAN-WHITNEY BAND READER” provides elementary material to augment the study of any
method book. All exercises and melodies are original, designed to meet the immediate vocabulary of the
student. Sufficient material has been included on each level to insure note reading rather than rote playing.
Published for Flute-Db Piccolo-Bb Clarinet-Eb Alto Clarinet-Bb Bass Clarinet-Oboe-Bassoon-Eb
Alto Saxophone—Bb Tenor Saxophone—Eb Baritone Saxophone-Bb Cornet—Trombone—Baritone Treble Clef
—Baritone Bass Clef-Eb Horn-F Horn-Bass (Tuba)-Drums-Conductor’s Score.
Instrument Books: List price $1.00

★

COLLEGE SONGS FOR SCHOOL BANDS

Conductor’s Score: List Price $4.00

Arranged by Paul Yoder. Quickstep Size.

27 of the top College songs in the country, arranged for 33 separate instrument books.
Instrument Books: List price 50$

b ig

Conductor’s Score: List price $2.00

(& ban d b o o k

Arranged by Philip J. Lang. Quickstep Size. -

A collection of popular standard songs. Easy keys-Complete instrumentation-Rehearsal numbers-Balanced
program material for basketball games, parades, football games, concerts and events.
Instrument Books: List price 50$

jl

DIXIELAND BAND BOOK

Conductor’s Score: List price $2.00

Arranged by Philip J. Lang. Quickstep S iz e r

The sensational collection of 14 authentic Dixieland songs containing BASIN STREET BLUES, HIGH
SOCIETY, COPENHAGEN, KANSAS CITY STOMP, MILENBERG JOYS, and also including Dixieland fan
fares and vamps for large and small bands and Dixieland groups.
Instrument Books: List price 50$

^

Conductor’s Score: List price $2.00

CHORAL HIGHLIGHTS FOR SATB

Selected by Walter E h re t“

A program of ten outstanding works of medium grade appropriate for high school, community and college
groups. Includes folk, standard, sacred and novelty material good for all seasons and occasions.
_________________ _______________________

'k

____________________________________________ List price: $1.00

May be purchased through our agent and depository
May’s M usic Co., Inc., 5 1 4 West Central Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
.
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NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
1960-61 Second Board of Directors Meeting
October 26, 1960
Albuquerque Schools Administration Building
Rollie Heltman
Los Alamos
SecretaryTresurer

AROUND THE HORN
The Los Alamos High School Music
Department is moving into new music
building attached to their fine audi
torium. It will have a band room with
2400 square feet, a chorus and orches
tra room with 1600 square feet, three
offices, music storage, instrument repair
room, uniform and robe storage, and
three practice rooms. Artistic and func
tional storage cabinets are designed for
the two rehearsal rooms. M any ideas
used in this building can be incorpor
ated into present music rooms.
Roswell has initiated a symphony
orchestra program under the direction
of Glen H. Cunningham. Their first
concert presented October 10 included
Handel’s W ater Music and the Prague
Symphony by M ozart. Concert mistress
is Doris Welbourne. Such
groups
throughout the state are very encour
aging and we hope will lead to more
string programs in the schools.
At this year’s meeting of the National
Association of Schools of Music five
new schools were elected to associate
membership, among which was Eastern
New M exico University Music Depart
ment. The school is to be congratulated
because there are few schools in the
Southwest that have this accreditation.
Alpha M u Om ega, N M W C ’s local
music fraternity installed seven area
high school music directors as honorary
members. They are: Gary Bailey, Hatch
H .S .; Roger Brandt, Lordsburg H .S .;
Keith Coesler, Cobre H .S .; Bruce Firk
ins, Deming H .S .; W allace Gardner,
Silver H .S .; Rodney Knight, Cobre H .
S.; and Clark Smith, Cobre H .S. The
ceremonies took place at the November
20 Initiation Banquet of the fraternity
at the Murray Hotel Ballroom in Silver
City.
The Christmas program at Farmington High School was presented in the
various halls of the High School since
they do not have an auditorium or
[gymnasium. Each program began with
the brass choir; then the speech class
read the Christmas Story with choral
background music ending with the
string ensemble. The program was pre(to page 8)

Members Present:
Norvil Howell, Vice-President of the Board, Clovis
Frank W. Pinkerton, Vice-President of the Orchestra, Los Alamos
Gene Fields, Vice-President of the Chorus, Raton
Augusta Spratt, Vice-President of the Elementary, Artesia
Rollie V. Heltman, Secretary-Treasurer, Los Alamos
Donald Sheets, N.M.M.I.C., Albuquerque
Alan Westfall, UNM Student MENC Representative, Albuquerque, UNM
Jack R. Stephenson, Editor, Albuquerque
District SW — R. W. Bouma, Alamogordo
District SE — Augusta Spratt, Artesia
District NC — Ron Lipka, Los Alamos
District NE — Elmer Henry, Raton
District Albuquerque — Virginia LaPine, Albuquerque
Chairman of Research Committee — Harold Burnworth, Wagon Mound
Call To Order:
Meeting called to order by Vice-President Norvil Howell at 7:30 p.m. Mr. Howell stated that
Mr. Bender was recovering at a rapid rate.
College Music Section of NMMEA:
Mr. Howell called on Dr. Joseph Blakenship, Chairman, Music Department, U.N.M., to
present the plan that the College Music Department people of the state were interested in
organizing a College Music Section and to be represented in the NMMEA. Dr. Blankenship
stated that the College Music Department will meet tomorrow, October 27, 1960, and hope
to establish such an organization.
Mr. Gene Fields moved that in light of this request from the College Music people that
Section III, Article III, of the N.M.M.E.A. Constitution be amended to read (at the end of
the section) A representative of the College Music Department. Provided the groups see fit
to establish such a section. Seconded by Frank Pinkerton-carried.
Reports of the Vice-Presidents:
Vice-President of the Orchestra, Frank Pinkerton, reported that all was in readiness for
the Music Section Meeting. There are no changes in plans for All-State and SWMENC, as he
had reported in September.
Vice-President of the Choral, Gene Fields, read a letter from Don Craig stating that
Craig would be happy to have an instrumental group to accompany an All-State number. Mr.
Fields moved that Jack Stephenson and he be empowered to investigate the possibilities of
providing a UNM instrumental group for accompaniment of one of the All-State numbers.
This was seconded by Bob Bouma, and was carried.
Vice-President of Elementary Music, Augusta Spratt reported that the program for the
convention was here in person, and introduced Dr. Lee Kjelson. She stated that all was in
readiness. Gene Fields moved a vote of thanks to Augusta Spratt for her fine efforts in securing
Dr. Kjelson for the NMMEA Convention.
Vice-President Norvil Howell, reported on the band situation. (Report attached)
Recording Situation:
The question of recording all-state band. Since Frederick Fennel refuses to permit his
conducting of the all-state Band to be recorded, due to the fact that he is under exclusive
contract to Merucry Records. Jack Stephenson moved that the All-State Band schedule be
modified as follows for January 30, 1961:
8:30 to 11:30 A.M. regular rehearsal
12:30 to 2:30 P.M. recording session
(to be conducted by Gab Bartold)
And Fennel to finish rehearsal period. Seconded by Frank Pinkerton. The motion was carried.
Secretary Report:
1. Explained problems of membership list and asked each Board member to make
corrections on list provided.
Membership chairman Ron Wynn—was unable to be present. A letter from Ron Wynn was
read by Bob Bouma.
As a result of a discussion of the size of the All—State Band, Jack Stephenson moved that a
committee be appointed to investigate and evaluate the maximum and minimum sizes of AllState groups, as well as, the maximum and minimum clinic fees for the 1962 All-State clinic,
and to report to the general membership at the January meeting. This was seconded by Elmer
Henry. The motion was carried. It was moved by Mr. Bouma tbe committee to be as follows:
(BAND) Justin Bradbury, Chr., Gregg Randall, Tom Breauer, Al English
(CHORAL) Joe Carrol, Chr., Angelo Turano, Bob Sheets, Marvin Wadley
(ORCHESTRA) William Cramer, Chr., Johnny Ware, Frank Pinkerson, Howard Chrisman
Report of Editor of The New Mexico Musician
Jack Stephenson — A need for more in-state advertisers. He mentioned that there was
also a need for news and data from schools and people about the state and especially the
colleges.
Report from Jack Stephenson on Rehearsal Area
A report was given from Jack Stephenson concerning operation and location of the AllState groups rehearsal areas. After considerable discussion the following places were agreed on:
(to page 9)
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(from page 7)
sented four times to cover the areas of
the high school. The choirs are directed
by Angelo Turano and the instrumental
program is directed by Howard Chrisman.
O n January 15th E N M U ’s Concert
Band, under the direction of M r. Floren
Thompson presented the first of its
concerts for the school year. Included
on the program, along with other num 
bers, were “ A n original Suite” for band
by Jacob and “ Five Miniatures” for
Band by T u m ia-K ran ce. The concert,
held in the University Theatre, drew a
full house and was enthusiastically re
ceived with many visiting high school
bands directors and students in attend
ance.
The University of New
M exico
Opera Workshop under the direction
of Jane Snow and the University O r 
chestra under the baton of Kurt Fred
erick presented on January 13 and 14
the Impresario by Mozart and Gianni
Schicchi by Puccini. Gianni Schicchi
will be presented again for the S W
M E N C Convention.
Sister M . E m a Louise who is in
charge of music at the College of St.
Joseph announces that M r. Joe Grant
has taken M r. Also Mancinelli’s place
as piano instructor. M r. Grant has been
active as an organist and piano and
organ teacher in his own studio in A l
buquerque.
South Pacific was produced in Los
Alamos this fall by community groups
under the direction of Frank Pinkerton.
From all reports it was a fine perfor
mance and a great time was had by all.
There are many sides to M r. Pinker
ton's abilities, but then this is not
news to most of us.

(from page 4)
248
9:00 a m. NIMAC Commission of the MENC Business Meeting
10:30 a.m. Visit the Exhibits
11:00 a.m. Concert Hour
Ballroom
Ensembles listed above
Desert Room Alcove
12:00 noon Luncheon: SWMENC Board of Directors
1:30 p.m. Elementary Workshop
Ballroom
Topic: Choral Experiences for Elmentary School Children
Clinician: Marguerite O’Day, Supervisor of Music, Elementary Schools, Denver
Demonstration Group: Elementary School Chorus, Albuquerque Elementary
Public Schools
3:00 p.m. Visit the Exhibits
3:30 p.m. Instrumental Session
Ballroom
Topic: All-State Band and Orchestras
Resource Advisor: Frederick Fennell
1:30 p.m. Stage Band Clinic
139 Johnson Gym
Topic: The Standardization of the Stage Band Articulation
3:30 p.m. Vocal Session
Theatre
Topic: All-State Choirs
Resource Leader: Donald Craig
Theatre
4:30 p.m. General Session—Evaluation of 1961 SWMENC Convention
8:00 p.m. NMMEA Night: All-State Band, Orchestra and Chorus,
Johnson Gym
NEW MEXICO MUSIC INDUSTRY COUNCIL
FINANCIAL REPORT
August 28, 1960
Balance carried forward from 1959 ----------------------------------------- ---------------- ---- $ 301.19
Receipts from:
38 Members
30 Exhibitors
42 Exhibit tables ------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ 895.00
Total Receipts
Expenses:
Postage stamps ____________________
Mimeographed letters _______________
Phone Calls ___ _________ _______ —
Fanfare Dance Band ...........................
Convention expenses _______________
Rollie Heltman (Atlantic City Exp.) ___
Extra janitorial help for clinic-------------Police duty for clinic _______________
Programs ........ -____ _______ ____ -......
7 extension cords lost during clinic __
Bank charges _____________________

$1,196.19

_____ $ 13.27
_____ 20.60
......... 40.10
...... . 100.00
......... 30.00
....... 150.00
_____
5.00
......... 174.00
......... 236.02
......... 35.00
1.60
------------$ 805.59
Balance on hand .......... - - ____ _____ __________ $ 390.60
Donald R. Sheets, Chairman, NMMIC

NEW MEXICO’S OLDEST and LARGEST Music Store
Pianos—

Band Instruments—

Steinwav
Sohmer
Story and Clark
Wurlitzer

Selmer
Olds
Slingerland
W m . Lewis
Haynes

M

ORGANS
LO W R E Y — W URLITZER

Home of Everything Musical!

R IED LIN G M U SIC C O .
New Address: 610 Central Ave., S.W .
Phone C H ap el 3-5558
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Highlands University’s Sixth Annual
Music Cam p will be held June 4 - 10th.
Staff for the camp will include Dr.
Myron E. Russell, Iowa State Teach
ers College for band, M r. Howard
Chrisman, Farmington Public Schools,
Orchestra, M r. Douglas M cEwen, C olo,
rado State College, Chorus, Teachers
from New M exico Public Schools, and
the Highlands taff.
The New M exico Western College
Music Department presented the C ollege-Comunity Symphony under the
direction of Abram o Parotti December
6th. The symphony performed Toccata
by Frescobaldi, first movement of the
Jupiter Symphony, first movement of
Beethoven’s Piano Concerto No. 1,
Symphony on Folk Songs by Paul Steg,
Minuette from the Militaire Symphony
and selections from II Trovatore.
Bill Rhoads, director of U N M Bands,
was guest clinician for Region V I I
Symphonic Band Cline at Corpus
Christi, Texas January 6th and 7th.
Rhoads worked two days with the 102
piece band selected from 22 high schools
in the area and presented a concert on
the evening of the second day. In ad
dition there were two reading bands
composed of students who did not make
the first symphonic band. It was re
ported to be an excellent group.
The Youth Symphony of Albuquer
que under the direction of Kurt Fred
erick and assisted by W allace Cleaveland, Ted Rush, and Dale Kempter has
presented a series of experimental con
certs for the Albuquerque Elementary
Schools to create interest in the string
program. From all reports these con
certs have been most successful.
O n February 9, 10, and 11th, the
School of Music at Eastern w ill present
its annual variety show “ S W A N E E ” ,
which is used as a means or raising
money for music scholarships for Fresh
man students. The performance will be
repea ed on February 13 in Clovis
under the sponsorship of the local K iwanis Club up there. Musical Director
for the show is M r. George Umberson,
Director of Choral Affairs and the Pro.
ducer is C . M . Stookey, Chairman of
the School of Music with all other
faculty and students assisting and par
ticipating.
It is reported that Oscar Butler, pro
fessor of music at New7 Mexico State
University will direct the Las Cruces
Community Chorus and Orchestra in
a performance of the exciting “ C.armina Burano” by Carl O rff Feb. 26.
Rapheal Mendez will be the guest of
of the Los Alamos Music Department
in a concert on February 23.
(to page 13)

(from page 7)
Band — Auxiliary Johnson Gym
Orchestra — Carlisle Gym
Chorus — Main Arena Johnson Gym
Report of Research Committee
Harold Burnworth reported the consideration of the following studies:
1. A brochure for the Guidance people in the schools of the state.
2. A study of the number of people leaving the profession.
3. Is music an intergal part of the schools curriculm.
4. Size of All-State group.
Jack Stephenson moved that Mr. Burnworth be empowered to proceed with above
projects and be allowed to $50.00 for mailing expense, and to report to the Board of Directors
in January such progress as has been made. This was seconded by Frank Pinkerton. The
motion was carried.
Music Industry Council Report
Don Sheets, Chairman of the Music Industry Council, reported that a general letter
explaining about membership in the N.M.M.E.A. and SWMENC had been mailed to all
council members and exhibitors; also, that all exhibitors space would be handled by SWMENC
this year.
Meeting adjourned at 11:25 p.m.
FIRST GENERAL BUSINESS MEETING OF THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE N.M.M.E.A.
Highland High School
October 27, 1960, 11:00 a.m.
Call to Order:
Vice President Norvil Plowed called the meeting to order, in the absence of the President
Kenneth Bender. Mr. Howell read a letter of greetings from Mr. Bender, who has recently
undergone major surgey, but is now on the road to recovery.
Reading of the Minutes:
Secretary-Treasurer Rollie V. Heltman read the Minutes of the NMMEA Board of
Directors, held on the evening of October 26, 1960.
Introduction of New Members:
Vice President Howell asked all new members to stand and introduce themselves. A
large number responded.
Audition System Explained:
Vice President Howell asked Vice Preseident Gene Fields to explain and review for all
present the choral audition system for All-State.
Vice President Howell then asked Vice President Pinkerton to review and explain the
instrumental audition system for All-State.
Nominating Committee:
Vice President Howell read the appointment of the Nominating Committee as folows:
Mr. C. N. Stookey, Chairman, Portales
Al English, Las Vegas
Roger Brandt, Lordsburg
Virginia LaPine, Albuquerque
Howard Chrisman, Farmington
SWMENC:
Dr Jack Stephenson reviewed the plans for the SWMENC which is to be held in Albu
querque, January 27-30, 1961. He mentioned that one of the main speakers was to be Edward
Teller, Father of the Hydrogen Bomb, who is quite an accomplished pianist and has recently
done a series of T.V. programs in the San Francisco area for an educational prgram.
New Mexico Music Textbook Adoptions:
Mr. Bernie May reviewed the process through which certain music publications for
all grade-school, junior high, and high school, band, chorus and orchestra literature could be
secured through the state textbook funds. This Would make more monies available to buy
music out of the regular yearly music budgets.
Clinic Band Discussions:
Mr. Gregg Randall, Las Cruces, brought up the subject of the size of the All-State Band
for tire 1961 Clinic. Mr. Randall reported that the Southwest Division and the Band Section at
the 1960 Clinic had voted to reduce the Band to 150 in number. The Board of Directors at
June Meeting compromised this number in order to finance the clinicians and had set tire
1961 Clinic Band at 175. This compromise did not meet with the approval of a group of Band
Directors.
Mr. Gene Fields, Raton, Choral Vice-President, spoke extensively on the problems of the
present size of the All-State Chorus. After much discussion by the members from the floor, and
an offer from the University of New Mexico, that a second band could be handled, Mr. Fields
moved that an All-State reading or clinic Band be established of 125; that the All-State Con
cert Band be set at the number 150; that the All-State Chorus be set at 350. Motion seconded
by Gregg Randall. Motion carried.
Meeting adjourned 12:30 p.m.
SECOND N.M.M.E.A. GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING
Highland High School
October 28, 1960, 2:00 P. M.
Call to Order:
Vice-President Norvil Howell called the meeting to order at 2:00 p.m.
SWMENC:
Mr. Howell introduced Dr. Noah Turpin, Assistant Superintendent of Abuquerque
(to page 11)
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bobble- stopper:
The tapered cork on Conn pistons is
simple but effective . . . like a safety
pin. Makes you wonder why someone
hadn’t thought of it before, because it
effectively stops the unwanted piston
bounce that has plagued musicians for
years. Until now, the bounce of
suddenly released valves in a fast
passage has made the tones of even the
best musicians bobble and mush

together. Of course, there’s more than
just the cork. The way it is applied is
very important. This anti-bounce dis
covery (coupled with a radical new way
of finishing the pistons themselves) is
the result of a never-ending search for
musical instrument improvements by
Conn Research Laboratories. Ask your
dealer to demonstrate how Conn anti
bounce lets you play better.
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(from Page 9)
Schools, and Chairman of the Host Convention Committee for the South West MENC. Dr.
Turpin gave a short review of plans for the convention, and urged all to attend.
Introductions:
Mr. Howell introduced H. T. Payne, President, Student Chapter, University of New
Mexico MENC,. and a large group of UNM student MENC members.
Report of the Nominating Committee:
Mr. Al English acting chairman, read the report as follows:
President: Gene Fields, Raton — Norvil Howell, Clovis
Nominations from the floor were called for. There were none. Florin Thompson, Portales,
moved acceptance of the committee report. Seconded by Vincent Dussiar, Albuquerque.
Carried.
Vice-President Band: Roger Brandt, Lordsburg — Tom Braeuer, Santa Fe
Nominations from the floor were called for. There were none. Moved by Ronald Lipka, Los
Alamos, acceptance of the committee report. Seconded by Bob Bouma, Alamogordo. Carried.
Vice-President Choral: Errol Haines, Las Vegas — Angel Turano, Farmington
Nominations from the floor were called for: There were none. Moved by Robert Sheets,
Albuquerque, to accept the committee report. Seconded by Carl Cramer, Albuquerque.
Carried.
Vice-President Orchestra: Dale Kempter, Albuquerque — Wallace Cleaveland, Albuq.
Nominations from the floor were called for. There were none. Jack Stephenson, Albuquerque,
moved to accept the committee report. Seconded by Robert Sheets, Albuquerque. Carried.
Vice-President Elementary: Mrs. Lila Stout, Artesia — John W. Batcheller, Albuq.
Nominations from the floor were called for. There were none. Florin Thompson, Portales,
moved to accept the committee report. Seconded by Errol Haines, Las Vegas. Carried.
Secretary-Treasurer: Rollie V. Heltman, Los Alamos — John Bealmear, Portales
Nominations from the floor were called for. There were none. Wallace Cleaveland, Albuquer
que, moved to accept the committee report. Seconded by Ted Rush of Albuquerque. Carried.
Constitutional Amendment:
In recognition of the formation of a section representing the music people of the Univer
sities and Colleges of New Mexico, Mr. Ronald Lipka moved that Article III, Section III, of
the NMEA Constitution be amended as follows: (to be added at the end of section three) “and
a representative of the College Music Section.’’ Seconded by Jack Stephenson.
Secretary-Treasurer’s Report:
Secretary read a copy of a letter written by President Kenneth Bender to Mr. Carl
Cramer setting forth the action of the Board of Directors, conferring on Mr. Cramer an
honorary life membership in the New Mexico Music Educators Association. Mr. Cramer was
present and acknowledged the honor bestowed.
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE N.M.M.E.A. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
October 28, 1960 - 11:30 A. M.
Purpose of Meeting:
Due to the passing of the motion by the NMMEA General Membership at the Business
Meeting on October 27, recommending the establishment of a Clinic Band in addition to the
symphonic Concert Band, the NMME4 Executive Committee realizing that the growth of the
Music Clinic has reached such an extent, that many qualified and interested students are
deprived of the experience of participating in the All-State program, the 1961 All-State Music
Clinic will include a Clinic Band as well as a Symphonic Band.
The Symphonic Band will consist of the exceptional music students selected as a result of
the All-State audition system.
The Clinic Band will be conducted by the various college and high school conductors
without fee from the state of New Mexico. Choir position in each section will be established
by the All-State auditions. Rehearsals will coincide with the schedule of the Symphonic
Band. The Clinic Band will rehearse in Johnson Gymn, room 184 or 139. Further operating
details will be worked by Vice-President of the Band, Norvil Howell.
Respectfully submitted,
Rollie V. Heltman
Secretary-Treasurer
ALL-STATE AUDITIONS
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The All-State Auditions were handled by Highlands University this year under
the chairmanship of Dr. Champ B. Tyrone and M r. Ronald W yn n, co-chairman.
They were assisted by M el Hill, Highlands, Jack Stephenson, W m . E. Rhoads, and
Charles Davis, U N M , Marcella M ace, Howard W hite E N M U , Carl Jacobs, N M S U ,
and Hugh Preble N M W U . Special assistance as substitute auditioners were Floren
Thompson E N M U , and Joe Blankenship, James W hitlow and Donald M cR ae,
U N M . Due to weather complications, it was not possible to make the deadline of
December 10, but the auditions were successfully completed. The breakdown of the
auditions is as follows:
341
103
204
Albuquerque
34
593
294
242
57
Artesia
76
7
57
Farmington
12
184
50
107
27
Los Alamos
395
176
185
34
I^as Cruces
164
59
105
Las Vegas
0
638
1750
164
952
Totals
1330
Total (1960)
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UNM STRING CLINIC

[

The music department of the Univer
sity of New M exico will hold its A n 
nual String Clinic on the campus the
evening of Friday, February 24 and
all day Saturday, February 25. It is the
purpose of this clinic to offer motivation
and support for the string program.
The students will have the opportunity
to hear the University Orchestra, string
ensembles, and soloists.
Due to the large attendance at the
clinic, the orchestra will be divided into
three groups.
This is the tentative schedule for the
clinic:
Friday Evening, 8:15 p.m. New M exico
Union Ballroom
University of N ew M exico Symphony
Orchestra, Kurt Frederick, director
Prelude in E -flat M inor Shostakovitch
Haydn Variations
Brahms
Symphony N o. 4 in f minor
Tschaikowsky

j

Saturday
8 :30-9:15 Red Orchestra (juniors and
seniors)— section rehearsals New
M exico Union, K urt Frederick,
director
8:30-1 0 :1 5 W hite Orchestra (sopho
mores and freshmen)— full re
hearsal Johnson G ym , Jack Step
henson, director
8:30-1 0 :1 5 Blue Orchestra (7th and
8th grades)— full rehearsal John
son Gym , director to be announced
9 :1 5 -1 0 :1 5 Red Orchestra— full re
hearsal
10:30-11:15 String Recital
University String Quartet (three
quartets)
Professional Cello Ensemble
University Soloists
11:15-12:15 Lunch
12:30-2:45 Full rehearsal for the three
orchestras
• 3 :0 0 -4 :0 0 String Clinic Concert (open
to public)
i 4 :0 0 -4 :3 0 Party and reception

I
|

I

(from page 9)
The Farmington H igh School Choirs
under the direction of Angelo Turano
presented a concert on December 1 to a
full house. The entire concert was conducted under various lighting effects to
accentuate the song being sung. T h e
beginning choir sang: Swing Low Sweet
Chariot, M edley of Humoreske, and
O ld Folks at home, Shadows of Evening
from “ II Trovatore” , and Stodoia
Pumpa. The advanced choir sang:
Thine is the Greatness, Bortniansky,
Jesu Joy of M a n ’s Desiring, Let U s
Break Bread Together, Howorth, Dear
Hearts and Gentle People arr. by Ades,
M adam e Jeanette, The Little Drummer
Boy, arr. by Simeone, and M a y the
Good Lord Bless and Keep You by
Stickles. The Boys sang Stouthearted
M en and Tumbling Tumblweeds. The
Girls sang Whatever W ill Be W ill Be
arr. Leamon.
N M W C Associated Students, the
student governing body, offered its
support in initiating a reorganized musi
cal aggregation on the campus this fall,
Feeling the pressures of students opin
ion for good dance bands for the college
dances they felt a local student dance
band would be a great contribution.
The new band is wholly a student pro
ject but with full cooperation and sup
port from the faculty. The debut was
the Christmas Prom and was over
whelmingly a hit with the students.
Congratulations came not only in words
but in the form of contracts for future
appearances both on and off the cam p
us. Frank Codec, trombone leads the
group which includes Gilbert Ruiz and
Jan Wilson, Alto Sax; Ruben Carillo
and Dorothy Velarde, Tenor Sax;

FRANK
PINKERTON
Vice-President
Orchestra

I

j
I Mickey Garrett, Phil Thom as, and
James Preble, Trum pet; Clyde Fairj child, Bass; Gary Pelton, D rum s; and
Anna Horcasitas, piano.
A Faculty Scholarship Concert was
presented in Novem ber at U N M for
Freshman Scholarships. Featured were
the New M exico Brass Ensemble, Six
Schubert Lieder by Suzie Poole, Voice
Instructor at U N M , Chopin with M o r 
ton Schoenfeld at the piano, and the
New Mexico W oodw ind Quintet com
posed of U N M Faculty. T h e project
was a financial success.
M E N C has published a new book,
Music for the Academically Talented
Student in the Secondary School. This
128 page publication which sells for
$1.50 should be of much help to music
educators as well as administrators.
O n M arch 5 the University Sym 
phony Orchestra will present its second
concert of the season under the direc
tion of C. M . Stookey. Guest Soloist
| for this performance will be Miss M a r 
garet M cC oy, a member of the piano
faculty at Eastern, in the presentation
of Gershwin’s “ Rapsody in Blue.” Other
activities scheduled for M arch on
Eastern’s campus include a vocal and
ensemble clinic cn M arch 11 open to
(to page 21)

LOS ALAMOS STRING QUINTET-To perform at SWMENC. Left to right: Roy Martin,
Jon Rudnick, Chris Anderson, Kathy Renstrom.

j Mary Wyles,
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M EM O RIES
HERE IS WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR ! ! !

•

High Fidelity records made from your tape recordings

•

One price per record includes everything — No hidden charges

•

No deposit required. No C O D 's. Complete satisfaction required before we expect payment

•

Pure Vinyl records in your school colors, 22 minutes recording time per side

SPECIAL NOTE: We are looking fo rw ard to recording the All-State Groups and Individual Groups performing at the
Southwestern Conference next Ja n u a ry.

P.O. BOX 308

SAUGUS, CALIFORNIA

YOU CAN RAISE $500 OR MORE
IN 6 DAYS THIS EASY WAY
Sell famous Mason Candies
and in 4 to 15 days your group
can make $ 3 0 0 to $2500.
For complete information fill in and mail us the
coupon shown. If you decide to go ahead you
don’t risk a cent,—you pay nothing in advance.
We supply on consignment your choice of
THREE VARITIES of fajnous Mason Candy.
At no extra charge each package is wrapped
with a band printed with your organization’s
name and picture. You pay after you have sold
the candy and return what you don’t sell. Candy
is sold at less than regular retail price. You
can make $12.00 on every 30 sales of our $1.00
box (66%% profit to you on cost). There’s no
risk! You can’t lose. Mail in coupon today for
information about M A SO N ’ S PRO TE CTE D FUND

Mr. G A. Rausch, Dept. NE-I

Mason, Box 549, Mineola, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please send me,

Name________________
Age if under 21________
Address______________
Organization__________

without obligation, information

Phone________________

on your Fund Raising Plan.

City__________________
State.________________

l_

J

RAISIN G DRIVES.

Mason Candies, Inc., Mineola, L. I., N. Y.
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NMMEA COLLEGE DIVISION

COLLEGE DIVISION
GENE

JEROME

R.

S.

LEWIS

GARFIELD

NMSU

HIGHLANDS

GENE R. LEWIS AT NMSU
A new addition to the faculty of New
M exico State University this year is
Gene R. Lewis, Assistant Professor of
Music and M usic Education.
M r. Lewis received his Bachelor of
Music degree from Texas Western C ol
lege in El Paso, where upon return from
military service he was Instructor of
Brass Instruments. W hile in El Paso
he also taught instrumental music in
the El Paso Public Schools.
For the past three years he has been
studying, teaching and playing profes
sionally in New York City. At M anhat
tan School of Music he received his
Master of Music degree. While at this
school he studied with W illiam V acchiano-first trumpet of the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra.
Upon completion of studies at M an hatten School o f Muisc he matriculated
at Teachers College, Columbia Univer
sity for study towards the degree of
Doctor of Education. From Teachers
College he has received the degree of
Master of Arts and the Professional
Diploma and is a candidate for the
Doctor of Education degree. Last year
he served on the faculty of Teachers
College as Instrutor of Music and Music
Education.

HOME OWNED l

NEW PIANO PROFESSOR
AT HIGHLANDS

(

Jerome S. Garfield, new to the music
department of Highlands University
this year, made his formal debut at the
age of fifteen performing the Franck
Symphonic Variations with the W ichi
ta Symphony Orchestra. M r. Garfield
completed his undergraduate work in
piano at the University of Wichita dur
ing which time he performed as guest
artist with the Wichita and Amarillo
Symphonies.
As a graduate student at Boston
University, M r. Garfield appeared as
His professional playing experience
includes four years with the El Paso
Symphony Orchestra, first trumpet
with the Manhattan Symphony O r 
chestra, first trumpet with the Seventh
Army Symphony Orchestra (over 200
concerts), trumpet with the Les and
Larry Elgart Orchestra, and numerous
show engagements in New York City.
At present he is instructor of brass
instruments and the teaching of brass
(techniques), and conductor of the
marching band, brass choir, and is as
sistant conductor of the concert hand
at New M exico State University.

O PERATED

The newly formed division of N M
M E A for music teachers in college was
approved at the business meeting at the
State Teachers Convention October 28.
A meeting for this group is planned for
Friday, January 27 during S W M E N C
at 5:30 p.m. in room 248 of the New
M exico Union Building. Dr. Joe Blan
kenship will be acting chairman of this
meeting. All college teaching faculty
are invited to attend whether they are
members of the N M M E A or not. The
short agenda will include: 1. organiza
tional business, 2. remarks by N M M E A
president, and, 3. nomination for chair
man of the group. (T he chairman is
not to be a head of a music depart
ment.)
guest artist with the Boston Pops, The
Civic Symphony o f Boston, and a con
certo performance in Symphony Hall
under the direction of Charles M unch.
In addition to these performances M r.
Garfield appeared many times on radio
and television and in recital. M r. G ar
field was awarded a Ford Foundation
grant for research in music during his
work towards the Doctor of Musical
Arts degree.
Following a performance of the
Tchaikowsky Piano Concerto in B flat
M inor with the Boston Civic Sym 
phony, Harold Rogers of the Christian
Science M onitor reviewed as follows:
“ M r. Garfield has strong fingers; his
fortissimos were tremendous. In the
pianissimo passages some very won
derful things happened. Here we
heard the delicacy, the refinement,
and the sincerity requisite for artistic
and poetic planying. This is the most
important thing, and M r. Garfield
has it. There is no question of his
musical ability.”
(Christian Science M ontior,
Dec. 6, 1957)

1961 - M AY’S 47th YEAR

|THE MAY C O M P A N Y

SERVING SCHOOL MUSIC IN THE SOUTHW EST
NO MATTER W HAT YOU W AN T IN MUSIC
YOU'LL FIND IT AT M A Y 'S
Representing all the leading makes of band and orchestra instrum ents, drum s,
pianos, organs, and record players.
Music accessories, records, band, orchestra, and choral music, rhythm band instru
ments, and elem entary music supplies.
We Repair
All Makes of
Band or Orchestra
Instruments

SPEEDY

A CORDIAL IN VITATIO N EXTENDED TO
ALL ATTEN DIN G THE MENC AND ALL-STATE
TO VISIT NEW M EXICO 'S O N LY COMPLETE
DEPARTMENT STORE OF MUSIC
514 Central Ave., S.W.

SER V IC E

Albuquerque, N. M.
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B U ILT

T H IS

STORE

FOR

YOU

UNM FINE ARTS CENTER— V IEW FROM JO H N SO N GYM N ASIUM

The Fine Arts Center for the U niver
sity of N ew M exico w ill be in the first
stage of construction this spring of
1961. The center is designed to house
M usic, A rt, Drama and Dance. It w ill
include a music w ing w ith a recital
h a ll, a d ram a w ing w ith a theatre, an
art w in g , a concert auditorium , art
g a lle rie s, and a Fine Arts Library.

University of
New Mexico
Fine Arts Center

ACO USTICS
Acoustics designed for m usical
production w ere planned for every d e 
tail of the structure w ith no comprim ise. The latest in acoustical planning
has been incorporated into the b u ild 
ing by Ja c k Purcell w est coast eng i
neer for Bolt, Beranek, and N ew m an,
acoustical engineers. The acoustical
design for the concert hall and recital
h all is the sam e used in the new metopolitan opera hall in the Lincoln Cen
ter in N ew York City. The only other
structure in the w orld w ith this “ inte
gral block acoustical tereatm ent” is
the new and successful auditorium in
Tel-A -Viv.
THEATER DESIGN
Theater design consultant is George
Izenour, designer of the H arvard
Theater recently com pleted, The Lincoln
Center Theaters and the Audiorium
for B ra z ilia , new cap ital for Brazil.
Three areas are provided for theatrical
and opera productions: the concert hall
cap ab le of handling grand opera w ith
a full sized orchestra pit on hydraulic
lifts (seating 2100); the recital hall
suitable for sm all opera w ith a full
sized orchestra pit and organ (seating
375); and the dram a theater w hose
outstanding feature is fle xib ility (seat
ing 425). In this dram a theater there
is a proscenium arch and orchestra pit
for stand ard productions; the front
row s of seats by remote control sw ing
to the sides and the floor rises up to

GROUND FLOOR
55
4
3
1
1

Practice Rooms Monitored from a Single Station
O rgan Practice Rooms
Large Group Rehearsal Roorms
Instrum ental Rehearsal H all
Choral Rehearsal H all
Space for Psychology of Music Laboratory
Band, Choral, and Orchestra Offices
Band and Orchestra Library
Choral Library
Instrum ental Storage Rooms
O pera Storage
Uniform and Choir Robe Storage Rooms
Instrument Repair Room
Service Elevator Large Enough to Accommodate a Nine Foot G rand
Piano on its Legs. Loads from Either End.
A ll Student Lockers W ill Be Located on This Floor

FIRST FLOOR
3 G eneral Class Room
1 Large Music Education Class Room
Recital Hall
1 M usic Education Laboratory
5 O ffices
Dean of Fine Arts O ffices
M usic Department Chairm an's Offices
Central Recording Control Room
Student Lounge
Conference Room
Kitchen
Dressing Rooms
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UNM FINE ARTS CENTER— V IEW FROM TOP OF STADIUM

form a stage for theater in the round
or for G reak Theater; the floor drops
to the basement for easy moving of
equipment: and all of these operations
are done electronically by punch pro
gram cards. Assisting w ith the theaters
is the educational theater consultant
Edw ard Cole of Y ale U niversity.

Department of Music and Dance
Department of Drama
Department of Art

ORGAN
Organ consultant is W alter Holtkamp, nationally known designer and
builder of organs. Plans are m ade for
a full size pipe organ to be placed in
the recital hall. The console w ill be
housed behind wood paneling at the
rear of the stage. Four organ practice
rooms and an organ studio are in 
cluded in the center.

Department of Arcliitecliture

SECOIID FLOOR
17
7
1
1

Studios
Studios Roughed in for Expansion
O ffice
M usicology Room and Adjoining Listening Room
Fine Arts Library
Stack Area
Large Listening Area
Offices
Programmed Listening Monitoring Area
Sm all Listening Area
Cubicles
M icrofilm A reas
Rooms for Score Study and Evaluation
Fine Arts College Lecture Hall

| FINE ARTS LIBRARY
Consultant for the College Library
has been Dr. David K elly, head Lib ra
rian for the University of New M exico.
The library w ill house reference books,
curricula m aterials, scores, records,
tapes, m icrofilm , and listening rooms.
The latest facilities in program m ed
listening w ill be Used. Facilities for in 
vestigating music scores and teaching
m aterials by sight, by recording, and
at the keyboard w ill be provided.

CONCERT AUDITORIUM
Seating for 2100
Full Scale Stage and Proscenium
Complete Lighting Facilities on Stage and in Stage Ceiling
Full sized Orchestra Pit on H ydraulic Lifts
Chorus W arm up Room
Orchestra W arm up Room
Storage Facilities for Full Sized Orchestra
Library Storage
Dressing Rooms

j
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RADIO AND TELEVISION
Dr. Claude Hempen, Director of KN
ME with the acoustical engineers has
assisted in the planning of the audio
recording and television fa cilities. Live
or recorded television and radio pro
grams can be made in the concert h a ll,
the theater, the music h a ll, the art g a l
leries, the rehearsal h alls, and from
some class rooms. A recording la b o ra 
tory with monitoring stations overlo ok
ing the instrumental and choral re
hearsal halls w ill be m anned by a
staff trained for this operation. This
control room w ill serve to monitor the
entire building.

.O

JANCOURT

- A WAY TO PI AY

Studies

BY FRFD WEBER

By Harold W. Ruscli
A Beginning Band Course for class or private
instruction especially for the Elementary School Beginner.
Designed to build a solid foundation in the Fundamentals
of Music in the most interesting and entertaining manner
making use of these new features —

The studies are arranged in a flexible manner that
will permit them to be used for individual lessons, class

Plan of the Booh
instruction or full band rehearsal.
Each lesson is divided into two parts: One the study
in unison and the other the accompanying band part.
After all instruments have played the unison study, the
teacher may assign any instrument, or combination of
instruments to play the study, while the balance of the
group plays the band accompaniment. To make the
rehearsal more interesting and enjoyable the accompani
ment is in the style of a standard band arrangement, with
complete harmony, rhythm and counter melodies. This
necessitates dividing the accompaniment in some of the
instruments in to an “A” First Band Part and “B” Second
Band Part. However, these parts are not identical, but are
voiced for the individual instruments.

•

A very easy NEW approach to the first few
lessons, making possible the playing of TUNES
and MELODIES almost immediately.

6

The student becomes familiar with the mechanics
of playing the instrument before being intro
duced to the problems of READING music.

•

Harmony numbers are arranged especially for
the common beginning instruments.

® Music Fundamental progress is based on care
fully chosen melodies and interesting devices
rather than manufactured exercises.
•

A section exploring the possibilities of trans
ferring to other related instruments and empha
sizing the similarities between the beginning and
related instrument. This helps greatly in building
a balanced instrumentation.

Sample Assignment
First

— All instruments play the study individually or
in unison.
Second — All instruments play the band accompaniment
interchanging parts where two are written.
Third — A select student, section or group in any com
bination plays the study, while the balance
plays the assigned accompaniment.
Part A—Piccolo, 1 Flute, 1st Clarinet, 1st Obie, 1st
Eb Alto Saxophone, 1st Cornet, 1st Horn, 1st
Trombone, Alto Clarinet, Bass Clarinet, 1st
Bassoon, Tenor Saxophone, Eb Baritone Saxo
phone, Baritone, Bass and Drums.
Part B—2nd flute, 2nd & 3rd Clarinets, 2nd Oboe,
2nd Eb Alto Saxophone, 2nd Bassoon, 2nd
Cornet, 2nd Horns and 2nd Trombones.
All A ad B parts are not the same, but are arranged
so that a full band balance will be obtained. This method
of assignment may also be used in a class of like or mixed
instruments. The above may be varied by assigning more
and different instruments to the A and B parts according
to the ability of the individual.
Large Size 9 x 12—Cond. $2.00
Any other part 85(*
Send for a FREE Conductor — or
Cornet — or — Clarinet Book

P u b lish e d fo r SEVEN BASIC

INSTRUMENTS and C O N D U C TO R
FLUTE with Transfer Instructions to Piccolo
Bfc CLARINET with Hransfer Instructions to Alto and
Bass Clarinet, Oboe, Bassoon and Saxohpone
ALTO SAXOPHONE with Transfer Instruction to Bas
soon and other Saxes
TENOR SAXOPHONE with Transfer Instructions to
Baritone Saxophone
B'' CORNET with Transfer Instructions to French Horn,
Baritone and Tuba
TROMBONE with Transfer Instructions to Baritone and
Tuba
DRUMS with Transfer Instructions to Other Percussions
CONDUCTOR

BE L WI N ,
Rockville Centre

Inc.

Long Island

N. Y

BAND DIVISION
NORVIL
HOWELL
Vice-President

Band

REPORT OF THE BAND VICE-PRESIDENT
Clinic Band: As many of you know we
are adding a second All-State Band
For the first time in the history of the
association. This second band shall be
known as the New M exico All-State
Clinic Band. The fire; band is now the
Mew M exico All-State Concert Band
Conductors for this years Clinic Band
are Melvin Hill, Highlands University,
Ray Tioss, New M exico State Univer*
iity, and Floren Thompson, Eastern
New M exico University. W e are cer.
tainly appreciative of these men and
their efforts in behalf of the Clinic
Band.
This being the first year for the Clinic
Band there will be mistakes, however,
I assure you that if will improve in the
future.
All-State Reminders: Each band mem
ber is to bring a folding stand to AllState.
Student dress for the final concert
will be your own school uniform.
Rehearsals: Remind all students to be
early for rehearsals.
W ind Ensemble Workshop: On Sunday,
January 29, there will be a W ind En
semble Workshop under the direction
of Frederick Fennell. He will use a wind
ensemble made up of the top players
out of the All-State Concert Band. A t
tendance to this workshop is required
of All-State Concert Band, Clinic Band,
and Orchestra wind players. This will
be held in Room 128 of Johnson Gyn
Building.
Band Directors Section Meeting: will
be held in the New M exico Union
Agenda:
1) Selection of 1962 New Mexico A ll;
State Concert Band Director
2) Selection o f 1962 New Mexico A llState Clinic Band Directors.
Note: It was voted at the last Board
of Directors to use in-state college
bard directors For the All-State
l
Clinic Band.
3) State Fair Marching Contest: W e
have been asked by the State Fair
Board and the High School Activi
ties Association to submit a plan

FROM RHOADS
Now that we have laid up 1960
quietly away it is time to look forward
to the new year of 1961 and things to
come.
A t the recent College Band
Directors National Association Conven
tion in Chicago the question of I N 
S T R U M E N T A T I O N for the concert
band was brought up and discussed at
some length. You all know this idea has
been kicked around for a number of
years. Progress seems to be made and
it may not be too long before an instru
mentation that is agreeable to the com
poser, publisher and director will be on
the market. Before going further let me
say that this matter is not being con
sidered by the College Band Directors
alone. The American School Band
Directors Association has this matter of
instrumentation high on their list of
“ musts” .
Fortunately both groups seem to have
come up with basicly the same idea of
what should constitute the proper in
strumentation for the concert band. I
shall mention little of the composers
view point towards instrumentation
since their contribution was compara
tively little at the Chicago meeting
(most of the time was spent on whether
or not the string bass should be used in
the band). The following results were
taken from polls and questionnaires of
the band directors. The publisher said
he would go along with whatever would
sell . . . meaning that if we all agreed
on a set instrumentation, he would
publish it.
Here is a tentative instrumentation:
1 First Flute
1 Second Flute
1 Piccolo
1 First Oboe
1 Second Oboe
1 English Horn
1 First Bassoon

for marching band competition at
the State Fair. The following com
mittee has been appointed to sub
mit a plan of marching competition
to the State Fair Board: Justin Brad
bury, Gragg Randal, Bill M axey,
W ally Cleaveland, A1 English, and
Norvil Howell. This committee will
meet during the coming convention
(time and place to be announced
at the convention).
If any of you have ideas concerning
the State Fair Marching competi
tion submit them to me or other
members o f the committee. The
State Fair Board is giving us the
opportunity to set this thing up the
way we would like to have it.
— Norvil Howell
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WM. RHOADS
Assoc. Editor
Band

1 Second Bassoon
Contra Bassoon on 2nd Bassoon
1 First B Flat Clarinet
1 Second B Flat Clarinet
1 1 Alto Clarinet (taking over
over 3rd Clarinet part)
1 Bass Clarinet
1 E Flat Alto Sax
1 2nd Alto Sax
1 Tenor Sax
1 Baritone Sax
1 B Flat Contra Bass Clarinet
1 E Flat Contra Bass Clarinet
1 1st Cornet
1 2nd Cornet
1 3rd Cornet
1 1st Trumpet
1 2nd Trumpet
4 French Horns in F Parts
3 Trombone parts
1 Baritone Treble Clef
1 Baritone Bass Clef
1 Bass
1 String Bass
Percussion
Now this instrumentation isn’ t too much
different from what we have now ex
cept in considering the clarinet choir. It
is suggested the clarinets be divided
only 2 ways and the Alto Clarinet be
given much more importance. Some
have suggested and are using as many
as eight alto clarinets. Turned down
was the use of the Soprano Sax and
Bass Sax and also the E flat Cornet.
It is hoped to have a band of this in
strumentation organized and scored for
so people will be able to hear it. This is
not the final word on instrumentation.
Composers will probably write for what
they want and you’ll be expected to
provide the proper instrumentation if
you play it. If you have any ideas that
agree or disagree with the above listing
it is suggested that you contact one of
the A S B D A or C B D N A groups and
make your wishes known. There are
some faults with the above— mostly fin
ancial— alto bass and contra-bass clari
nets. Composers were quick to note that
they would rather not hear their Oboe
solo on a muted trumpet. Y ou might
give this matter of instrumentation
more than passing thoughts.

M u iic

Alewd.ptam Q itut

FOR JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHORUSES
In a Bohemian Village - In a Dutch Village - In a Norwegian Village
Three musical p lays, based on folk tunes, for soloists, choruses, and dancers. Easy
to stage.. Dancing, acting, and lighting direction included. Performance times:
Bohemian V illa g e - 15 m in., Dutch V illa g e - 25 m in., N orw egian V illa g e - 35 min.

MOLZER
BOLT
CURTIS

FOR THE THIRD AND FOURTH GRADES
M ela d h f,

OUR SINGING WORLD - Pitts, Glenn, Watters Wersen

9*iA>bi*unent

20 songs from singing and Rhyming on 10 charts, and 20 songs from Singing
Every Day on 10 charts (each chart is 25 x 32) - here is the practical, visual
classroom aid teachers need to create real interest in music. These charts contain
sim plified m elodies, written especially for flutes and bells, that are perfect for
playing along w ith the recordings of Our Singing W orld. Teaching Suggestions

G U a k ti

by Mary G. Lewis

included.

GINN AND CO M PA N Y

1510 Young St., Dallas 1, Texas

The MODERN w a y to PRESS your RECORDS
HERE IT IS

—

THE SENSATIONAL NEW

CREST CUSTOM - DUO RECORD
if you have STEREO TAPES you can
now have records that produce as
•

TRUE STEREO ON STEREO EQUIPMENT and/or

•

HIGHEST FIDELITY ON MONAURAL EQUIPMENT
and both from THE SAME RECORD!

YO U R r e c o r d d e s e r v e s THIS la b e l
Of course for the finest pressings from your
monaural tapes, get the BEST— insist on CREST!
PRICES ARE MORE THAN COM PETITIVE
send for FREE Inform ative Booklet on recording and
and rates to

220 Broadw ay

Cm

cotds
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Huntington Station, N. Y.

CHORAL DIVISION . . .
M r. Griffin of El Paso; Miss Snow of
U .N .M .; and M r. Butler of N .M .S .U .

GENE
FIELDS

CHARLES
DAVIS
Assoc. Editor
Choral Music

NMMTA VOICE PANEL
One of the opening discussion groups
of the N .M .M .T .A . Convention in Las
Cruces was the voice panel and discus
sion moderated by Charles W . Davis,
U .N .M . The topic selected for the panel
was “ Voice Techniques for Solo and
Chorus” obviously to point up the many
opportunities and advisability of vocal
development as an essential part of
good choral techniques. Discussion centered on the following outline:
1. Voice techniques in chorus
a. Breathing and posture
b. Development and production of
tone quality
c. Blending in chorus versus the solo
voice (C onflict?)
(1) The role of vowels and/or
diction
d. Classification of voices and devel
opment of range
(Tenors and use of falsetto)
e. Vocalization
2. Fundamentals or Rudiments of
Music
a. Functional study of intervals,
rhythms, harmony, form,
phrasing,
b. Sight singing or music reading
c. Can such functional study of rudiments be adequate preparation
for college theory?
3. Developing the Musician
a. Taste, background, familiarity
with good music
4. Developing the Person
a. Interesting students in musicmusic teaching as a profession
A rather free but friendly interchang
ing and contrasting of ideas proved to
be both stimulating and enjoyable. It
was certainly the type of o f discussion
that, were such opportunities for ex
change more frequent, would lead to a
much greater understanding of the
vocal problem by all voice and choral
teachers and a much greater apprecia
tion for each other’s activities. Sincere
appreciation should be expressed for the
[excellent contributions of Mrs. Hudgens
of Bel Air High School, El Paso; M r.
[Spencer of Las Cruces High School;

|

j
J
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Around the Horn
(from page 13)
high school students throughout the
area. The Concert Band’s second per
formance on Sunday afternoon, M arch
12 and the High School Band Clinic
sponsored by the School of Music at
Eastern with M r. Floren Thompson
acting as the local director on M arch
18 and the annual Choral Union Palm
Sunday Concert M arch 26, at which
time they will present “ The Creation”
by Haydn.
N M M T A had a wonderful conven
tion at Las Cruces on the campus of
N M S U thanks to Gillian Buchanan and
her administrative staff. W e particu
larly enjoyed the Tertulia held at Carl
Jacobs house on Saturday night. There
were many fine facets to this conven
tion: the student affiliate program, the
voice panels and programs by Augusta
Spratt, Charles Davis and Jane Snow,
the baritone concert of Legeti sponsored
by NMSLJ, the Dalies Franz workshop
and recital, the Jr. Sr. Recital, the U n i
versity Program, the concert of numbers
by New Mexico Composers, to mention
a few of the highlights. It was a suc
cessful convention.
(to page 30)

— UNM News Bureau
“GIANNI SCHICCHI” to be presented by
UNM at the SWMENC. Left to right: Beeto,
Lowell Schokey; Gianni Schicchi, Arthur
Barrett; Simone, Frank Serresque.
ATTEND SWMENC
JANUARY 27 - 30TH
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
|
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Vice-President
Chorus

REPORT OF CHORAL
VICE PRESIDENT
Choral auditions having just con
cluded, I feel that several observations
concerning them are in order. I sin
cerely believe that the All-State chorus
this year, as did the one last year, will
show us how much the auditions are
justified, as far as time, expense, and
hard work are concerned. Last year,
when the first state-wide auditions were
held, we had 560 students try out, for
a chorus of 430. In spite of the small
number of auditioners, I know we all
heard a vast improvement in the quality
of the chorus. This year we have had
almost 950 students try out, for a
slightly larger chorus. I hope and be
lieve that the quality of the chorus will
continue its rise this year, under the
leadership of Don Craig.
The size of the chorus is somewhat
larger than was anticipated in O cto
ber. The audition team, because of the
quality and number of students trying
out, recommended a larger chorus. Also,
because of the nature of part of the
program, first and second sopranos
needed to balance the other main sec
tions. One further reason for the larger
choius was the storm the weekend of
the northern auditions, which necessi
tated adding deserving students to the
list after the main list had been com
piled.
The storm leads me to another point.
I am sure the necessity for trying to
have the audtions earlier in the year is
plain to those who battled the snow
at that time. If only for this reason, 1
hope all will work with the incoming
officers to see if an earlier date could
be arranged.
M y congratulations to Angelo T u j rano, who will be taking over for me
soon, and I only hope he finds every
one in the Association as helpful to him
as they have been to me. M y thanks
to all of you who have helped make my
job easier. Especially do I want to
thank Ken Bender, who as president
has always put the good of the Associa
tion first in his thinking, and who is not
an orchestra man, a band man or a
chorus man, but it a Music Educator!

:

BOOKS THAT BRING RESULTS!
Choral . . .

TROUBADOURS
by
MAE NIGHTINGALE
(Complete Edition)
The “TROUBADOURS” collection meets the needs of mixed or boys
choral groups in varied stages of musical development, the material,
selected for real musical value, has been proven practical and ade
quate for classroom and concert uses.
Contents include a variety of songs for all occasions.
(0 2894) (Hard Cover - Stitched Binding) Price _________ 3.00
Selected Edition (Contents chosen from the complete edition)
Stitched Binding Volume I (0 2925) Price ______________ 1.25
Volume II (0 2926) Price ____________ _ 1.25
Instrumental . . .

SIGMUND HERING
Trumpet (Cornet) Course
A new melodious method for Trumpet . . . For class, private or
supplementary study by Sigmund Piering of the Philadelphia Orchestra.
Book 1 “THE BEGINNING TRUMPETER” (0 4039) __
1.00
Book 2 “THE ADVANCING TRUMPETER” (0 4040) ... .. 1.00
Book 3 “THE PROGRESSING TRUMPETER” (0 4041)
1.00
Book 4 “THE ACHIEVING TRUMPETER” (0 4211)
1.00
String . . .

HOHMANN
New Fabrics by MOORE
Lightweight and colorfast . . .
modern, new fabrics for showman
ship and sparkle. Completely new
line of styles for youngsters, too.
Ask for style and fabric catalogs.

E. R. MOORE CO.
OF CALIFORNIA
1641 N. Allesandra St.
Phone DUnkirk 7-3205
Los Angeles 26, Calif..
ELEMENTARY MUSIC WORKSHOPS
A t the S W M E N C Convention will be
featured eight elementary music work
shops designed especially for the class
room teacher who teaches her own
music. Outstanding clinicians from the
seven state area of S W M E N C are op
erating the workshops. Teachers in
terested will be given free passes for ad
mittance to these workshops without
paying the convention registration fee.
Those interested contact Mrs. Virginia
LaPine of the Albuquerque Public
Schools. M ake sure your classroom
teachers know of this opportunity.

For The String Class
by
ELIZABETH A. M. GREEN
An excellent “second book” to follow any basic beginners’ book.
Accuracy of left-hand finger placement is assured because the students
gain a clear mental image of what they are doing. The full score
contains a violin part for the teacher who may wish to play a counter
melody to the unison strings.
Parts, each .85
Full Score 2.25

C arl F ischer
INC.

62 Cooper Square, New York 3
BO STO N

•

C H IC A G O

•

DALLAS

Frame
1. If you can read and understand words you can read and under
stand music. Musical sounds can be shown by notes (examples of
notes are shown here). When you sing a song or play a piece of
music, the sounds you make can be shown by (wd) ______________
17. Musical sounds are named in ascending (going up) order from
the first seven letters of the alphabet. Therefore the seven names are:
A, B, (syms) ____ .... .... G.
196. The word “octave” means eight. So one A is eight notes away
from the next A, one C is eight notes away from the next (sym) ____
243. When a flat is attached to a note, it lowers the note a half-step.
For example, B flat (read B flat) is a note one (wd) ____ -______
lower than (sym) ______
413. A dot beside a note lengthens the value of the note by Vz of its
original value. A dot beside a half note lengthens the note by Vz of its
original value. A dot beside a quarter note lengthens the note by
(nbr) ________ of its original value.
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Correct Response

NOTES
C D EF
C
HALF STEP
B

Vz

ELEMENTARY MUSIC DIVISION . . .
BATCHELLER

TEACHING MACHINES IN
MUSIC EDUCATION
By
Dr. John M . Batcheller
Dr. Lloyd E. Hom me, President of
Teaching Machines, Inc., and pre
viously on the staff of the Department
of Psychology of the University of Pitts
burg considers teaching by machines
to be the most important technological
advance in psychology since the intelli
gence test, and, at the same time, the
most likely to be misunderstood. It is
concerning the last portion of this con
sideration about which I would like to
comment. W hen I first came into con
tact with Dr. Homme and teaching
machines I was undoubtedly representa
tive of the vast number of initiates who
reviewed this endeavor with consider
able skepticism. 1 do not mind going
on record for believing that the “ brave
new world” could certainly use much
more human warmth and understand
ing of the individual and that anything
that smacks of assembly line teaching,
especially goes against my grain. At
first I entertained such thoughts that
these machines were heading in the
direction of replacing the teacher and
turning out a specie of educated robots
who would all, eventually, come to
think alike and react alike to any given
stimulus. T o these forbidding notions
I have realized that teaching machines
might be a decisive factor in assisting
the classroom teacher rather than re
placing him or her. I am most familiar
with the music program offered by
teaching machines so therefore let us
examine briefly how this program might
fit into the regular elementary class
room activities in music education. All
teachers of music are eager for their
students to become literate beings,
musically speaking, and thereby spend
countless hours, yes, verily years in
colorless pursuits tracking down the
locations of “ do” , determining key and
time signatures, and becoming accu
rately discerning with regard to the
many facets of the study of notation.
All worthy and. indeed, necessary pur

suits if one is to become that musically
aware individual to which we hope our
students will aspire. Music education
programs are known to devote so much
time to instructing in the regions of
these purely verbal behaviour that little
if any time is left in which to get down
to the actual business of music. The
knowledge that two sharps in the key
signature comprise the key of D M ajor,
the various changing locations of “ do” ,
and the letter names of the lines and
spaces would seem like meaningless
acquisitions on the students’ part unless
this knowledge could be put to use in
order to release the creative musical
instincts of boys and girls, to improve
production, and to assist in developing
more sensitive listeners generally speak,
ing. It is toward these last phases of
music teaching that the interests of all
aware music educators are focused but,
alas, they are frequently only touched
upon because of the lack of time in the
day’s busy teaching schedule. I recently
asked a sixth grade boy what he knew
about music and his reply was that the
key of C had no sharps or flats in it!
This is hardly music as we would like
it to be but, nevertheless, relatively
important. Teaching machines can
rescue many precious teaching hours
by dispensing these items of verbal be
haviour in much less time, thereby free
ing the teacher and allowing him to
devote his talents to the aspects of music
education which he is more qualified
to handle. These aspects could well be
directed listening programs, class dis
cussions, creative activities, experi
mental music, and a higher degree of
performance on all levels.
The machine or device itself is in
deed a very uncomplicated thing. A
window about 8” x 3 ” exposes a state
ment or frame and problem concerning
it. The student reads the subject matter
and the question relative to it. He then
records his response to this problem in
the space provided at the right of the
frame. After he has made his answer the
material is rolled forward to reveal the
correct response to each item. In this
manner the student is actually involved
in a learning experience and not merely
exposed to rote memorization. A few
examples from the program on the fun
damentals of music will demonstrate
this type of teaching and learning:0
The student learns one frame at a time
and then proceeds after the material
stated has been mastered to the next
frame. In this fashion the student builds
his understanding step by step and
°See page 22
(to page 29)
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ARTESIA JHS OPERETTA
The Zia Junior High School vocal
department in Artesia, New M exico has
combined with the junior high school
orchestra in presenting an operetta for
the past five years. This gives an oppor
tunity for a very fine experience for
each group. Operettas chosen have been
selected on the basis of fine music, good
story, and an opportunity to add litera
ture of value to the student’s repertoire.
The 1961 performance was H .M .S .
Pinafore by Gilbert and Sullivan, ar
ranged by Norman Grayson.
All of the one hundred and twenty
students enrolled in the vocal program
participated in the production. W hen
the operetta is scheduled for two or
three performances, a separate cast of
characters is chosen for each perfor
mance. The remainder of the students
are used in an auxiliary chorus placed
in the orchestra pit on each side of the
auditorium.
The immaturity of the junior high
school voice forces the restriction of
the number of students that are used in
the instrumentation of the orchestra.
It is vial that the volume of sound be
restricted to accompany the singers and
not dominate the performance.
Costumes are held to a minimum of
cost by the use of materials and patterns
which can be revamped to make school
wear after the shows have been fin
ished. Where the costume required does
not lend itself to this plan, it is either
rented or bought out right from the
proceeded of the performances and
kept in the choral room in a costume
box. W hen students present a note
from the parents stating that the parent
does not sew and that they find it finan.
cially impossible to have the costume
made, the members of the Future
Homemakers of America club in the
junior high school make the costumes as
a club project.
A minimum charge for performances
is made. This fee does not exceed the
cost of the local movie. This money is
used to pay expenses and fees for those
students who are in the All-State Chor
us, the Southeastern New M exico M u 
sic Festival, and to pay for the letter
(to page 29)

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC

MENC STUDENT CHAPTERS
PAROCHIAL MUSIC FESTIVAL

MENC STUDENT CHAPTER NO. 203
The Eastern New M exico University

The sixth annual Parochial School

Student Chapter officers elected for the

Music Festival sponsored by the C ol

term are: David H all, Presi

lege of St. Joseph will be given this

dent; Jerry Trout, Vice-president; and

year on Saturday, February 25, at 8:00

1960-61

Linda Schrier, Secretary. David Hall,

p.m.

a graduate student majoring in music

Catholic

education, has the distinction of being

querque and vicinity are represented in

the first student life member of the

one of more of the different perform

MENC.

in

the

Civic

parochial

Auditorium.
schools

of

The
A lbu

ing groups. The grade school chorus of
550 voices will be under the direction

Dr. Gail Shannon, Dean of Academic
Affairs at Eastern New M exico Univer
sity, was the speaker for the second
meeting of the group. The subject of his
speech was “ The Value of Music Edu
cation in the Public School and C ol
lege Curriculum.” Early in his career
as an educator, Dr. Shannon was a
music teacher in the public schools of
Kansas.
The most recent project of Chapter
No. 203 is a study of the musical taste
of students on Eastern’s campus. Since
many of the student members were
concerned about the level of musical
taste in communities where they would
teach in the future, the group decided
the best approach to the problem would
be to study and survey their fellow
university students.
As one student
stated, “ W e cannot wait to start cach
ing music when we get out on-the-job,
instead, we can start with the group
close at hand, our fellow students who
are nonmusic. majors.” It is hoped that
the outcome of the project will be not
only an understanding of musical taste
patterns, but also, an incentive to de
velop a higher level of musical interest
among university students.

of Joseph Grant, also on the faculty of
St. Joseph. M r. James Higgins and M r.
A1 Jarrett, directors of the band pro
gram for the parochial schools of A l
buquerque under the supervision of the
College of St. Joseph, will direct a be
ginning band and an advanced band.
Pius X and St. M a ry ’s Regional High
Schools will be represented in the ad
vanced band for the first time this year.
The choruses of the three Catholic high
schools in Albuquerque will again per
form.
The purpose of the music festival is
to encourage the music programs in the
various schools and give them an op
portunity to perform a more ambitious
program than any one school would be
able to attempt.

Faculty sponsor for the group is
Howard G. White, Director of Music
Education Studies and Musicology. M r.
White, a recent addition to the Univer
sity faculty, was previously a member
of the faculty of Ottawa LIniversity,
Ottawa, Kansas.

During the recent semester several
students of the M E N C Chapter at the
University of New Mexico have taken
two field trips to observe junior high
school music. Our visits were to Artesia
and Los Alamos, both of which proved
to be very enjoyable as well as educa
tional.
During our stay at Artesia, we visited
a general music class, band, chorus
(during operetta rehearsal), and or
chestra, some classes being beginning
and others advanced. General music
was required of all seventh graders, and
the percentage of students in school en
rolled in some music class was very
high.
The first class we visited was a gen
eral music class. As a part of the social
instruments program, they were ac
companying their singing with one
ukulele to each member. The individ
uals themselves decided keys, all the
chords included in the songs, harmony,
and whether or not it was best to chord
the song in two, three, or four beats.
Over 150 students are enrolled in the
two bands. One interesting footnote
to this is that several members of the
marching band were players on the
football team which complicated m at
ters somewhat during lootball season.
Even so the bands maintain a high per
formance level
The sound which the orchestra pro-1
duced was very good. All string players
were working on vibrato, and many
were doing this with amazing facility.
W e were not able to see the chorus
in a classroom environment since they
were having special rehearsals. For-;
tunately, however, we saw how they
worked along with the orchestra that
evening.

EASTERN NEW MEXICO MENC STUDENT CHAPTER 203
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They were going to perform Gilbert
and Sullivan’s “ H . M . S. Pinafore”
three days after our visit and were
having a rehearsal that evening (which
became a dress rehearsal since we were
there.)
The leads had earned their parts
through merit for reliability, hard work,
and voice rather than on voice qualifi
cations alone. The entire choral per
sonnel was used by placing the large
girls’ chorus on each side beyond the
side beyond the stage against the walls.
The male singers were fewer and could
therefore be used on the stage.
The work as a whole was very im
pressive and was more characteristic of
high school work than of junior high.
The stage props were fairly simple and
yet effective. Words and actions had
all been memorized so that everything
was organized and orderly, and every
one including the students backstage
was enjoying himself.
W e left Artesia that evening feeling
encouraged, not only by the enthusiasm
shown by teachers and students alike,
Dut also because we realized that though
some of us may not be quite as fortunate
as far as facilities, cooperation, and cap
abilities are concerned, it is possible to
have a teaching situation where the
students are learning rapidly and are
enjoying it.
The second trip was taken to Los
Alamos Pueblo Junior High School
which includes grades 7 and 8 only.
We

heard

first

the

intermediate

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO STUDENT MENC OFFICERS. Left to
Right: Marilyn Temple, Sec.; Nancy Johson, Vice Pres.; A. T. Payne, President;
Joe Tillotson, Reporter; Judy Turano, Treasurer. Chapter 438 Membership 57.
junior high band, one of four bands in
this Junior High School which had
given a concert just before Christmas.
They meet five days a week and there
fore are able to incorporate theory into
their program almost regularly. Partly
as a result of a balanced diet of prac
tice and partly due to theory and meth
ods used in class teaching, the band’s
playing was accurate and pleasing to
hear.
As in Artesia, all seventh graders took
general music. The general music class

was very small, and there seemed to be
no discipline problems at all. The class
was learning about the importance and
fundamentals in breathing as related
to singing.
Incidentally, we visited their new
music building before lunch and were
impressed w’ith the beauty as well as
functional design. W e heard the ad
vanced string orchestra which did a
considerable amount of sight reading
while we were there. The accuracy,
attention paid to dynamics, distinct
rhythm, and excellent tone quality dur
ing the sight reading attest to the
musicianship of each player as well as
the director. The junior high chorus
completed our observing for the day at
Los Alamos.
In both of the junior high schools
music classes there was a great deal of
interest, enthusiam, and musical know
ledge and ability shown. The children
were similar to most students in junior
high school, yet these students have a
greatly enriched musical life.
Marilyn Tem ple, Secretary

NMWSC MUSIC GROUP

NEW MEXICO WESTERN STATE MENC STUDENT OFFICERS. Left to
Ri<;ht front row: Levetta Setters, Vice-Pres.; Phil Thomas, Pres.; Diane
Mtzanek, Sec.; hack row, Ann Dingham, Treas.; Hugh Preble, Faculty Spon.;
Cbde Fairchild, Parliamentarian.
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The M E N C Student Chapter in the
Music Department of New M exico
Western College is in the progress of
being organized under the sponsorship
of M r. Hugh Preble. Their chapter will
be taken almost directly from their local
music fraternity, Alpha M u Omega.
Other members are: Larry Phifer,
Mary Phifer, Nancy Keys, Gilbert Ruiz,
Gloria Bateman, Janice Wilson, James
Martin, Dorothy Velarde, Gary Pelton,
Bill M cCloughan, James Preble, Jean
Thomas, Joanne Wallace, James Peeler,
Charles Altro, Rita Lambo, Valerie
Everard, Sandra Watkins, Jane Bosworth, Richard Torres.

THE LAMPLIGHTER ROOM

THE BIRD CAGE
SOMETHING
DIFFERENT AND
ORIGINAL

REMINISCENT OF THE
GAY NINETIES GAS LIGHT
BAR
ADDITIONAL GUEST SERVICES

•

100% AIR CONDITIONED

®

FREE PARKING

•

VALET SERVICE

®

NEWS & CIGAR STAND

O GIFT SHOP

•

LAUNDRY

•

BEAUTY SALON

®

ALL ROOMS WITH TV

•

BARBER SHOP

®

AUTO RENTAL

•

BANQUET FACILITIES

•

MEETING ROOMS

Mlueselier's new sta n d a r d
o f q u a lity m ea n s tru e
p r o fe s s io n a I p e r fo r m a n e e !
All-new Buescher Trumpets, Cornets and
Trom bones are musically improved inside and
out . . . to meet today’ s demand for big, full tone.
New Air-Borne Valves! New Unitized
Mouthpipes! New achievements in tuning that
virtually eliminate intonation faults! And these
same important modifications are also true o f
Buescher’s complete family o f world famous
Saxophones. But don’ t just take our w ord for it!
Visit your nearest Buescher dealer now.
See, hear and play the all-new Buescher yourself.
Y o u ’ ll agree “ Y ou Never Heard It So G o o d !”

B A N D I N S T R U M E N T C O ., E lk h a r t, In d ia n a

Makers of the SUPER "400", the "400", the SUPER
ARISTOCRAT and ARISTOCRAT Fine Band Instruments

NEW MEXICO MUSIC TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
NMMTA STUDENT
AFFILIATE DAY
O n November 19, 1960, the N M M T A
iponsored its first annual Student A ffilate Day. This was held in conjunction
vith the state convention of N M M T A
(vhich met this year in Las Cruces, from
November 19 through November 21,
m the campus of New M exico State
University. The program was under the
direction of Byrdis Danfelser and Helen
Cooper of Albuquerque. There were
approximately 67 students who partici
pated in the Student Affiliate day’s
activities by taking part in the student
quiz or by being heard on the student
concert. There were a number of others
who were in attendance who did not
actively participate. Students heard on
the concert were from Albuquerque,
Alamogordo, Carrizozo, Artesia, Gallup
Clovis Carlsbad, Las Cruces, Roswell,
and Belen.
The program for the students started
with student registration at nine o’clock.
The student quiz was set up for eleven
to be followed by lunch at 12:15. The
afternoon’s program, which started at
2:00, included a student concert, pres
entation of awards and certificates of
honor, and a coke party for the students
and their parents. Immediately follow
ing the concert was a panel discussion
of the benefits to be derived from a
strong student affiliate program.
A t a later general busines meeting
N M M T A voted to continue with a Stu
dent Affiliate program throughout the
year and to observe a second annual
Student Affiliate day at its next state
convention, to be held in Albuquer
que in November 1961.
These typical questions are important
to each of us:

STUDENT AFFILIATE PROGRAM
Charles Brown, president of N M M
T A has announced that Mrs. Byrdis
Danfelser will continue as chairman of
the Student Affiliate Program for the
1961 Convention. In order to become a
member of the Student Affiliate Pro
gram, a teacher must have:
1. Paid the 1960-61 dues for N M
M TA
2. Enroll a minimum of five students
3. Fee of $1.00 per student by M arch
15, 1961
4. Distribute the Young Keyboard
Jr. (grades 1-6)
Distribute the Keyboard Jr.
(grades 7-12)
Jane Franck will be chairman of the
quizzes; Helen Cooper has been asked
to serve as social chairman, and Laura
Brandt was appointed treasurer. M ail
student fees to: Laura Brandt, 2530
Cardenas Dr., N E , Albuquerque, N. M .
In sending dues please include stu
dent’s name, age and grade in school.
All back issues of the magazine will be
sent to the teachers.

The student quiz was divided into
two sections, according to the school
age of the participants. One first prize
was awarded to each division, to the
student making the highest score in
each section of the quiz. These names
were announced at the luncheon where
several attendance prizes were also
given to students drawing the lucky
numbers. These had no relation to the
quiz or to the grades made on the quiz.
After the student concert, while the
students were bing entertained at a
coke party in anoher part of the build
ing, an panel discussion of the student

MTNA OFFICERS 1961
Officers elected for the one-year
term of office in the New M exico
Teachers Association are listed below.
Save these names and address for fu
ture reference. The nominating com
mittee responsible for the slate of o f
ficers was: Jack R. Stephenson, Chair
man, Albuquerque; Cecilia Case, A l
buquerque, and Norma Prothro, Clovis.

Mr. Charles E. Brown, President
Randolph Music Studio
2611 Utah, N.E.
2613 San Pablo, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Mrs. Frances C. Culpepper, 1st V. President
1017 North Guadalupe
Carlsbad, New Mexico
Miss Gillian Buchanan, Past President
Music Department
Eastern New Mexico University
Portales, New Mexico
Mrs. Norma Larson, Secretary
606 13th Street, N.W.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Dr. Joseph Blankenship, Treasurer
Department of Music
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
District Vice-Presidents
Northwest
Mrs. Gwen Dawson
Box 687
Gallup, New Mexico
Northeast I
Mrs. Ronald L. Winn
1046 Sixth Street
Las Vegas, New Mexico
Northeast II
Mrs. Hugh E. Jones
Box 632
Clovis, New Mexico
Southeast
Mr. C. E. Walter
602 N. Washington
Roswell, New Mexico
Southwest
Prof. F. C. Schulmeister
1601 Andrews Avenue
Las Cruces, New Mexico
Central
Mrs. Helen Cooper
3300 San Pedro, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
affiliate program as it is carried on in
El Paso was given by three of the lead
ing music teachers from El Paso. Mrs.
Lydia Kircher, Mrs. Phoebe M utnick,
and M r. Jack Griffin were on the panel
and their information and suggestions
were most helpful.
The committee who had the respon
sibility of planning and arranging this
first Student Affiliate day wishes to
thank the teachers, the students, the
paren s, and others who so willingly
worked to make the program a suc
cess.

Your New M exico M usic Industry Cou
of the NM M EA.
Baum 's Music Com pany
H offm an's M elody Shop
K & B Music Com pany
Am erican R aw hide M fg. Co.
C. Bruno & Son
Century Record M fg. Co.
C. G . Conn Corp.
Craddock Uniform Co.
Fred Gretsch M fg. Co.
Chuck Hill & Co.
G . Leblanc Corp.
Mason Candies, Inc.
Belw in M usic Com pany
Carl Fischer, Inc.

:il presents the M usic Dealers, Publishers and M anufacturers who are members of
MUSIC DEALERS
M ay's Music Com pany
Music Box
N a ta lie ’s House of Music
M ANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
O stw ald Uniform Co.
W alt Sarad & Co.
Slingerland Drum Co.
Western Representatives
W orlds Finest Chocolate, Inc.
David W exler & Co.
U. S. A rm y Recruiting Service
C ald w e ll Inst. Repair Co.
PUBLISHERS
Ginn & Com pany
Edwin H. Morris & Co.
Neil A. Kjos Music Com pany

Phillips Music Com pany
Riedling Music Com pany
Stam ps Music Com pany
Chicago M usical Inst. Co. (Olds)
Sol Frank Uniform s, Inc.
G . C. Jenkin s Co.
M anor Baking Co.
Moore of C alifo rnia
Roth-Reynolds Inst. Co.
H & A Selm er, Inc.
W enger M fg. Co.
H. N. W hite Co. (King Band Inst.)
M ills Music Com pany
Follett Publishing Co.

RISERS
For BANDS, ORCHESTRA, CHORUS
CUSTOM-BUILT to fit your group . . .
the size of your stage and rehearsal room, converts quickly to portable stage. Set up fast, take down quickly and store
com pactly. Exclusive "D ow n the m id d le" fold cuts storage space in half.
Safe, Sure, All-Bolted Construction . . .
W enger uses sturdy BOLTS on every hinge and brace.
NEW, Sharper-Cut (rounded) Smooth Edges . . .
another new W enger feature that im proves app earance and increases life.
W rite for FREE Layout, Catalog and Prices
WENGER Music Equipm ent Co.
25 Wenger Bldg.
Owatonna, Minn.
Represented by: Western Representatives
P. O. Box 4011
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Baum’s Music ^
N ew Mexico’s Most Completely Equipped Repair Service
Look for our mobile repair unit to come to your sch o o ls------------M2 C O R N E L L , S.E.
•
•
®
•
®

Gemeinhardt Flutes
Besson, Boosey & Hawkes
Sansone French Horns
The Wicks Custom Built
Pipe Organs
Pipe Organ Maintainance
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BAUM’S MUSIC
112 CORNELL, S.E
ALBUQUERQUE
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Caching Machines

(from page 23)

NMMTA BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
10th Annual Convention
Campus of New Mexico State University, University Park, New Mexico
November 18, 1960

ontinues through the course of study
t his own rate of speed. It is interesting
3 note that the subjects who have been
sed thus far have mastered the materil in an astonishing short length of
ime.
In conclusion it might be well to
fate that research has confirmed the
ffectiveness of the teaching machine
dth regard to its application to verbal
iehaviour. Teachers have no cause for
larm at this teaching device if they will
ome to accept and honestly undertand its function as an aid and tool.
Editor’s no.e: Dr. John M . Batcheller
s serving as the music consultant on
he staff of Teaching Machines Inc.,
ind has recently completed program
i n g the course of study on the funlamentals of music. Information con:erning this may be had by addressing
rour requests to Dr. Lloyd B. H om m e,
:/o Teaching Machines Inc., 235 San
3edro, N .E. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Vrtesia

j
|
|

(from page 23)

iwards which are presented at the close
)f each year in recognition of the stulents participation in the various public
ippearances of the chorus.

j

The entire production is under the
iirection o f the choral director. The
jrchestra is directed by the teacher in
:harge of strings. H e also takes care
>f the direction of the chorus and
itrings during the performance. The
speech teacher collaborates with the
;horal director in directing the staging,
the stage craft and the spoken lines of
the production. All music, choral production, choreography and stage movement is under the direct charge of the
choral director.

j

The value o f such a production in
unquestionable. No more time than six
weeks is used in working on the pro
duction. Although the junior high
school in Artesia does not have a stage
and must share tne one in the high
school, space is marxed off in the cafeteria for the rehearsals which take place
during the regular scheduled class
periods of the choruses.
N o extra rehearsals are conducted
for the main characters after the first
two weeks and the only night rehearsals
lor the entire cast are held during tne
week of the performance. All evening
rehearsals are scheduled for six-thirty
in the evening until eight-thirty. This
avoids conflict with the athletic de
partment and insures the release o f the
students in time for home work if such
has been assigned. The entire produc
tion is in the high school and on the
stage only one week before presenting.

|
j

j
j
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j

j
j

j
|
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Board Meeting:
The NMMTA Board of Directors met at 7:30 p.m. November 18, 1960 at Las Cruces,
New Mexico on the campus of New Mexico State University for a pre-convention meeting.
Present were the President, Gillian Buchanan, Carl Jacobs, Dorothy Shoup, Eunice Schumpert,
Ruth Jones, Francis Culpepper, and Fred Schulmeister.
Constitutional Amendments:
A motion was made by Carl Jacobs, seconded by Ruth Jones, that the constitution be
amended to include the secretary of certification as a member of the Board of Directors.
Motion carried.
A motion was made by Carl Jacobs, seconded by Fred Schulmeister that the constitution
be amended to the effect that active membership comprise music teachers actively engaged
in their profession or retired from their profession and that they shall enjoy all the priviledges
of the organization including the right to vote and hold office. Motion carried.
A motion was made by Dorothy Shoup, seconded by Francis Culpepper, that we present
the revisions and additions in the certification program which have been recommended by the
Board of Directors since the original adoption of the certification program, to the Association
membership for their approval. Motion carried.
Group Life Insurance Plan:
A motion was made by Francis Culpepper and seconded by Ruth Jones that we continue
to delay action on the matter of Group Life Insurance Plan until further developments on a
national scale is realized. Motion carried.
Honorariums:
A discussion regarding honorariums for the Secretary of Certification and Treasurer
followed. Francis Culpepper moved that the matter of honorariums be tabled until further
growth of the association. Seconded by Eunice Schumpert. Motion carried.
Executive Committee and Board of Directors:
The Board felt that the duties of the Executive Committee and Board of Directors needed
to be defined specifically. The president will appoint a committee to draw up a definite
statement for the constitution which would differentiate the duties of the Executive Com
mittee, and Board of Directors.
Conclusion:
In conclusion, the president listed several items she felt important for the growth of the
Association. 1. Organization of local music teachers associations. 2. Continuance of the
Student Affiliate plan. 3. Apppointment of specific committees at the local and district levels.
Meeting adjourned at 10:00 p.m.
November 20, 1960
Following the evening’s concert, the president called the board meeting to order which
included the retiring officers as well as the newly elected officers for the purpose of discussing
the problems facing the organization.
The chief concern for the association is the need for growth, and expansion, with a few
suggestions considered. An interest at the local level was one of the apparent needs, with more
recognition given at convention regarding the work of the local chapters. The president gave
special recognition to the three local chapters, Albuquerque, Clovis and Portales at the banquet
Sunday evening. Silver City, Deming, Roswell, and Hobbs were mentioned as local chapter
prospects.
The Student Affiliate Plan was mentioned as a good interest builder. Byrdis Danfelser
moved to include the student auditions as part of the student affiliate plan. Seconded by
Helen Cooper. Motion carried.
A membership committee composed of past-presidents was another suggestion, but no
action was taken.
Miss Buchanan suggested that the new president appoint a committee to study the
constitution for possible revisions, especially in defining specific duties of the officers; and
differentiating the Executive Committee and Board of Directors.
An invitation from the University of New Mexico, Dr. Joe Blankenship, Department
Head, for the 1961 convention was read. Carl Jacobs moved that the invitation be accepted.
Seconded by Helen Cooper. Motion carried.
The president served delightful refreshments to all officers present. She also expressed
her appreciation for the splendid cooperation of the Board during the past year
Meeting adjourned at 10:30 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Eunice Schumpert, Secretary, NMMTA
Gillian Buchanan, President, NMMTA
OPENING SESSION — Luncheon, November 19, 1960
The opening session of the 10th Annual Convention of NMMTA was called to order by
the President, Gillian Buchanan. She introduced convention host, Dr. G. W. Brambaugh, Head
of the Fine Arts Department of N.M.S.U. who presented the president of New Mexico State
University, Dr. Corbitt. Dr. Corbitt welcomed the New Mexico Music Teachers to the
campus, and expressed pleasure in serving the organization. Dr. Brambaugh also introduced
two members of the Fine Arts Department at the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque,
que, who were present — Dr. Stein, and Dr. Joseph Blankenship.
Minutes of the 9th Annual Convention of NMMTA were read and approved.
Recommendations of the NMMTA Board on revised rules and regulations of certification
(to page 30)
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Around the Horn
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A most successful and ambitious pro
gram was presented in the Civic A u di
torium for Christmas by the Jefferson
Junior High School Choirs and instru
mental groups of Albuquerque. H igh 
lights o f the evening was the Gloria in
Excelsis from the M ozart Sixth Mass
sung in four parts with orchestra. C on 
gratulations to Kathleen M cVickers,
choral director and Les Somerville
orchestra director.
The
NMWC
College-Comm unity
Symphony String Quartet is enjoying
an active season. Already familiar at the
Art Gallery openings and Music Dept,
recitals, there have been several perfor
mances requested by groups off the
campus. Quartet members this year are
Albert Ketchum , 1st Violin; M rs. R . E.
Michelson, 2nd Violin; Eileen Kemper,
V io la; and Hugh Preble, Cello.
A comprehensive text based on “ G en
eral M usic” called A ll About Music has
been published by Belwin Music Co.
The book is written by Frereick Fay
Swift and W illard I Musser with the
purpose of providing much needed
material for the general music class
particularly in the junior high school.
T h e Bell Telephone H our will present
a special program from Disneyland,
“ The Sounds of Am erica,” over N B C T V on Friday, February 17. This will
be an original musical composed by
Gordon Jenkins especially for this series.
O n Friday, February 3, the Bell T ele
phone Hour will present “ An Almanac
for February,” paying tribute to musical
dates during the month. One feature
will be Paul W hitm an conducting
George Gershwin’s “ Rhapsody in Blue”
as he did at its premiere on Febrauary
12, 1924. Jorge Bolet will be piano
soloist. Polly Bergen will be hostess for
this program, which will also feature
Metropolitan
Opera
star
Roberta
Peters and musical comedy star Carol
Lawrence.
Last year more than 300,000 elemen
tary school children viewed two A m eri
can M usic Conference slidefilms de
signed to stimulate interest in instru
mental music. These non-commercial
full-color slide-films interested many
youngsters in music and musical in
struments.
“ You Can M ake M usic,” the first of
the 15-minute films, introduces child
ren of grades two through five to var
ious musical instruments and the bene
fits and pleasure of self-made music.
“ M usic in Our Schools,” designed for
sixth to ninth grade students, presents
the benefits and advantages of organ
ized school music groups and encour
ages youngsters to participate in band,
orchestra and choral programs.
A M C slidefilms are loaned for two

(from page 29)

were presented in writing and passed to the membership for study, and will be voted on at a
later session. The president recognized Carl Jacobs, Fred Schulmeister, and Eloise Daniels, and
Irma Decker for the fine preparations for convention.
President Buchanan commended the editor of the New Mexico Musician for special
recognition given NMMTA in the publication for the past year.
The following committees were appointed by the President:
Nominations: Jack Stephenson, Norma Prothro, Cecila Case
Elections: Jean Quinn
Auditing: Charles Brown, Eloise Daniels
Resolutions: Helen Mathais, Gwen Dawson.
The President called attention to the excellent exhibits and urged members to study the
music on exhibit, and the interesting recital programs submitted by individual teachers
throughout the state.
The President called attention to three new areas being emphasized in the program of the
10th Annual Convention. They are: 1) Student Affiliate project. 2) New Mexico Composers
concert. 3) Emphasis on vocal music
Meeting adjourned at 1:00 p.m.
SECOND GENERAL SESSION — Sunday Morning, November 20, 1960
The meeting was called to order at 9:00 a.m. with the president acknowledging visiting
Texas teachers: Mrs. Phoebe Mutnick, Mrs. Lydia Kircher, and Mr. Jack Griffin of El P4so,
and the president of the Southwestern Division of the MTNA, Blaise Montandon of Del Mar
College, Corpus Christi, Texas.
The president called for reports of committees.
Legal Status. Chairman, Dorothy Shoup, reported that no further developments had
occurred since the last action was taken and the music teachers were not penalized for back
taxes of the 2 percent school tax.
Certificiation: Dr. Jack Stephenson, Chairman, reported that our certification plan had
to be reviewed before it could be adopted by the State Board of Education. Lamar Lamb of
the Board of Education made the following suggestions: The program will have to move
step-wise— (1) Teachers who hold degrees in music will be certified first. (2) Teachers who
have two or more years of college work will be certified on a temporary basis. (3) Teachers
who have less than two years college credit will be certified on a temporary basis.
Nominations. The nominating committee presented the following report: President,
Charles Brown; Vice-President, Mrs. Francis Culpepper; Secretary, Mrs. Norma Jordan
Larsen; Treasurer, Dr. Joe Blankenship; District Vice Presidents: Northeast I, Mrs. Ronald
Wynn; Northeast II, Mrs. Ruth Jones; Southwest, Fred Schulmeister; Southeast, Elvin Walter;
Northwest, Mrs. Gwen Dawson; Central (to be presented at a later session.)
Carl Jacobs, seconded by Dorothy Shoup, moved that the report be accepted, and the
officers be elected by acclamation. Motion carried.
Carl Jacobs urged banquet attendance
Meeting adjourned at 10:00 a.m.
THIRD SESSION — Sunday, November 20, 1960
The Third General Session opened at 2:30 p.m.
Jack Stephenson, Chairman of the nominating committee, submitted the nartie of Helen
Cooper as the Vice President of Central District. Dr. Stephenson moved that the report
be accepted and Helen Cooper be elected by acclamation. Seconded by Eloise Daniels. Motion1
carried.
A motion was made by Dr. Stephenson that the recommendations submitted by the Board
be voted on from the floor. Seconded by Francis Culpepper. Motion carried.
Dr. Stephenson moved that the recommendations of the Board regarding constitution;
amendments, and revised certification rules and regulations be accepted. Seconded by Helen
Mathais. Motion carried. (Copy in Secretary’s file.)
President Gillian Buchanan invited the retiring officers and the newly elected officers to]
a combined meeting in the Mesa A room following the Sunday evening concert.
The President presented Blaise Montandon, president of the Southwest Division of
MTNA, who gave the convention address. He extended an invitation to New Mexico teachers
to attend the convention in Dallas in 1962, June 11-14.
An open discussion from the floor was held regarding the student affiliate plan with
Byrdis Danfelser answering questions on future plans and procedures of the program if
adopted. Norma Prothro moved that the Student Affiliate plan be adopted. Seconded byl
Helen Mathais. Motion carried.
An open discussion on Junior-Senior auditions followed. Helen Cooper, Chairman ex-1
plained that if each district sends a winner to the state convention, should there also bej
competition for the stae winner. No action was taken.
Meeting adjourned at 4:00 p.m.
FINAL SESSION — Monday A.M. — November 21, 1960
The final session was called to order by the President, Gillian Buchanan, and minuted
of the Board Meeting of November 18 were read.
Reports of committees followed.
Resolutions. A motion was made by Helen Mathais, seconded by Francis Culpepper that
letters of appreciation and acknowledgements be sent to all persons or firms who contributed]
to the 1960 convention, who are listed in the program, as well as others, who may not have
been listed. Motion carried.
Auditing. Charles Brown reported that the Treasurer’s books were found correct and in
order. (Teasurer’s Report is in Secretary’s file.)
Membership. Dorothv Shoup reported that approximately 110 had registered for conven-i
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/eek periods to allow showing through.
iut the school system. Schools are
harged for return postage only.
For a descriptive film folder and
looking reservation forms, write to
American Music Conference, 332 So.
Michigan Avenue, Chicago 4, Illinois.
The first six in a continuing series
if brochures, devoted to the music of
eading American jazz composers whose
nusic is licensed through Broadcast
dusic, Inc. ( B M I ), were released this
veek. Each booklet includes a 1500vord biographical essay written by an
mstanding jazz writer, supplemented
ly a listing of compositions and recordngs, together with analytical notes and
:ritcal comments. M anny Albam , Gil
Wans, John Lewis, Charlie Parker,/
ohnny Richards, and George Russell
ire featured in the first release.
W ith the publication of C H I L D 
REN’S S O N G S F R O M J A P A N , the
Edward B. Marks Music Corporation
las added to its catalog another item
>f significance.
Florence W hite and Kazuo Akiyama
lave given a lesson in intercultural
inderstanding without being pedantic.
The songs, which were collected with
ivident delight by the co-authors, de)ict common pleasures: the love of na
m e, of animals, of things; the joy of
fames, festivals, seasons; the fascinaion with the wandering people, the
treet vendors and pedlars.
The first work ever commissioned by
he national musical fraternity, Phi
Hu Alpa, Sinfonia, had its initial perormance at the M id -W est National
3and Clinic in Chicago. Called T H E
S IN F O N IA N S, this concert march by
Tlifton Williams was played by the
Pampa, Texas, band. It has been pubished by the Marks Music Corpora:ion.

tion, including student attendance.
Certification. Cecilia Case reported that new certificates would be issued this year, and
reminded members to send in all credits in order for the committee to determine eligibility
for renewal.
Auditions. Helen Cooper ask for action regarding the student auditions. A motion was
made by Eloise Daniels, seconded by Gwen Dawson, that the District winners be presented
at State Convention. Motion carried. Helen Cooper pointed out that this has nothing to do
at State Convention. Motion carried. Byrdis Danfelser moved that the District winners be in
competition for state winners. Seconded by Mrs. Hall. Motion was rejected. The President
| declared that the District winners would be presented in recital at State Convention, but
there would be no competition at the State level. Helen Cooper was instructed to send neces
sary details to new New Mexico Music Teachers.
Legal Status. Charles Brown moved that the chairman of the Legal Status Committee
send a letter to each NMMTA member giving pertinent facts concerning official protests
against payment of the New Mexico 2 percent occupation tax, and instruct members to
! enter on their monthly checks to the Bureau of Revenue, “Paid under Protest” until such
time as further action is in order. Seconded by Eloise Daniels. Motion carried.
The President extended her appreciation to all who had any part in the 1960 convention.
The 10th Annual Convention was then declared closed to reconvene in November of 1961
on the campus of the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque.
Respectfully submitted,
Eunice Schumpert,Secretary NMMTA
Gillian Buchanan President, NMMTA
NATIONAL BAND ASSOCIATION
Results of the election of the officers
of National Band Association Meeting
held in Chicago, Iillinois, December 15,
1960 were announced recently. The of
ficers elected at the Chicago meeting
were the following:
A1 G. W’right, President, Director of
Bands Purdue University, L a fa 
yette, Indiana
John Paynter, Vice-President, Direc
tor of Bands, Northwestern U n i
versity, Evanston, Illinois
Nilo Hovey, Second Vice-President,
Elkhart, Indiana
Carroll Copeland, Secretary, Jeffer
j
son High School, Lafayette, Ind.
Lt. Col. Paul P Weckesser, Treasur
er, U S A F Band, Boling Air Force
j
Base, Washington 25, D .C .
Board of Directors
Robert E. Craine, Campus High
School, Wichita, Kansas
Richard E. Lovin, Director of Music,
Rolling Prairie, Indiana
Paul B. McCandless, Meadville Area
Schools, Meadville, Pennsylvania
William J. M oody, Central High
School, Duluth, Minnesota
Charles A . Irick, Buhler Grade
School, Buhler, Kansas
Orville J. LeFever,, Cortez Public
Schools, Cortez, Colorado
Eugene B. Rieckhoff, Jr. High School
Benton Harbor, Michigan
M ajor Sam Kurtz, U .S. Air Force
Band, 343 Rampart Drive, San
Antonio, Texas
Five additional members-at-large of
the Board of Directors will be elected
shortly by mail ballot of the entire
N B A membership. The Board of Direc
tors will be completed when the divi
sional representatives are elected. These
divisions coincide geographically with
those of the Music Educators’s N a 
tional Conference.
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
CHAPTER NO. 438
Officers’ Meeting — - October 14, 1960
1. Relation with Student Council
a. A list of officers will be sent to
the council.
b. Members will decide on a repre
sentative later.
2. M irage Pictures
Whether or not to have the pictures
and how to raise the money will be
discussed later.
3. Pictures of Officers
The pictures will be taken within
next week. A notice of date and time
will be posted on the bulletin board.
4. Pictures of M E N C members
Members pictures will be taken after
T hursday assembly which will be
let out several minutes early.
5. Function at October Teachers’
Convention
a. H . T . Payne will attend Thurs
day evening business meeting and
will appoint a representative to
attend meetings on Friday.
b. Badges for admittance will be
mimeographed as in former years.
6. Function for S W M E N C in January
Admittance and host responsibilities
will be discussed later.
7. Departmental Functions
President will chair assemblies and
will be working with Dr. Blanken
ship on this.
8. Page in the New M exico Musician is
being worked on.
9. News and Pictures to M usic Educa
tor’s Journal
10. Meetings for the year

a. one between now and Christinas
b. at least one after Christmas to
organize for S W M E N C
c. one in M arch
d. one in M a y — election of officers,
Final installation, etc.
e. Other meetings as needed.

Mailed by

THE NEW MEXICAN MUSICIAN
Dr. Jack Stephenson, Editor
University of New M exico
Albuquerque, New M exico
Return
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Guaranteed

There’s something New at the U

summer Music

Festival

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
THE "U

//

MUSIC FESTIVAL

W ith :

A SENIOR HIGH DIVISION — JUNE 5TH THROUGH JUNE 10TH
A JUNIOR HIGH DIVISION — JUNE 12TH THROUGH JUNE 17TH
RECREATION: GOLF, SWIMMING, MOUNTAINS
GRADUATE CREDIT: ONE OR TWO WEEK WORKSHOPS.
NEW MATERIAL ALL THE LATEST — COME AND LOOK THEM OVER
JACK STEPHENSON - BILL RHOADES, DIRECTORS
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